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As a journal of both literature and art, Parnassus alludes to the mountain-top dwell
ing of the nine muses and, more specifically, to the mythical inspiration found there.
At Taylor University, we might not expect to find the Greek goddess of epic poetry or
lyric song hovering over our shoulder while we write or paint, but we do serve a Cre
ator God, a single and thriving source of inspiration and creativity. Parnassus humbly
strives to provide a format for the expression of these aesthetic and perceptive gifts by
accepting submissions from members of the Taylor community annually during the
fall semester. The completed journal is then released the following spring.
One of the distinctive elements of Parnassus is its annual metamorphosis; new staff
members, editors, and facilitators turn every publication into a unique and unex
pected experience. This year, Parnassus staff members individually voted for their
three favorite pieces in the submission categories of poetry, prose, and art, resulting
in the collective selection of a single piece from each category. Although all of the
submissions are worthy of attention, three pieces have received special recognition
as outstanding work: Catharine Barnett's shape poem "Eucharist" (page 64), Valerie
Prescott's short story "The Hour of Lead" (108), and Lindsey Buchanans painting
"Balloon Man" (30). Honorable mentions include, in poetry, Sam Edgin's "like velvet"
(42) and Luke Harty s "The Wasted Life of Ruka Pyraggi and The End of the World"
(45); in prose, Ellen McConnell's "Transmuted" (67) and Anne Wilsons "Alchemy
and Etiquette" (52); and in art, Steven Barnett's "Linonophobia" (51) and Rachel
Moore's "Captivating" (21).
This year's cover was designed by sophomore Dustin Friesen, who explains that "on
the cover you see two gold fish: one jumping in the water and one jumping out. As
this was a creative literary and art journal, my intent was to portray exactly that—our
creativity—in a simple way. It is us trying to express our own unfamiliar feelings and
ideas—jumping out of the water, so to speak—and making them familiar to those
around us, submerging ourselves back in. It is a constant flowing and changing process,
one which we should continually go through every day of our lives."
It's our nature to shy away from sameness, changing out the boring for the new.
Call it resdessness or consumerism or shallowness or whatever you'd like, but it is just
being human. Art and literature are so alluring because they provide a guilt-free escape
from the tedium, a profound peek into someone else's existence. It's like a goldfish that
swims the same circle around its bowl for hours and then leaps out of the water, spend
ing a precious second in a dangerous and mysterious world before returning to what it
knows. That's what art and literature do: they take us out of water. The aim of Parnas
sus is to encourage that leap, because it is freedom from the routine. It is fellowship. It
is living naturally, with meaning.
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aaron housholder

parnassus staff

ethan harrison
A Light in the Darkness

artist's note: I took this photo while I was studying in Ireland. It is taken at Glendalough, a 6thcentury monastery. I took this photo as we were leaving the monastery. The sunlight caught my
eye, and with the cross in the background I found the moment to be both calming and exhilarat
ing. The arch in the photo is one of the oldest portions of the monastery still standing. The title
refers to the attitude the Celtic monks took in establishing their monasteries throughout Ireland
on main roadways and in important social areas.
(digital photograph)

ethan harrison

sam edgin
at sunset, 14th and Laurel rest
at sunset, 14th and Laurel rest,
well, at least Laurel does,
14th just mellows out,
calms down,
and holds its breath
anticipating that moment
when night and day meet
then smooth sunset comes
and sews its rays through
sidewalk and street
and swaying tree
in a vain attempt
to wrap up this intersection
in a fake van Gogh
so it paints over
the cracked concrete escaping
the stipulations of sidewalks,
the wrinkled houses wrestling
with time and neglect,
and the weeds fighting
to found their gutter forest

I
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then the moment arrives,
light gives way to night
and the streetlamps flicker on,
attempting to make up
what the sunset took
in its absence

author's note: The idea for this poem emerged on a front porch on a usually-busy city street. I
lived on this street all summer and I would spend a lot of time on the porch swing reading and
talking to friends. All things considered, the street was a mess. It was a run-down section of
town, and this particular stretch of pavement was a fair example of typical inner-city life. How
ever, each evening as the sun was setting, everything became calm, quiet, and beautiful. That hit
me hard one night and I decided to write about it.

sam edgin

lindsey buchanan
Foot Song
That time was the last I saw you
Standing with an open face
You expired with my breathing—
Passed like mayflies out of life
When I caught them as a child.
Filled my hands,
I held and cried for;
Tried to make them keep on living
But something left their fragile bodies
Left, in spite of me.
I only hear, now, shifting sand;
The quiet lilt of speech.
Take off my shoes to feel my walking
Too thirsty for the lost sensation
To miss one drop of it.
Sometimes in the fog I see you—
Presence that I fail to shake.
The moisture in the air I'm breathing
A moment and a day I'm buckled—
Underneath its weight.
The soundless glass—
The door I've dreamed of
Closes, finally, between us
And I have ceased to speak.
Contradictions nestle warmly
In my ears and body's hollows
Demands for resolution, whispered,
Don't torment, just yet.
Since I'm no longer good with speech,
I must take off my shoes
And Beat-slap-Beat
My words out with my feet.

Caroline belcher

Crossing Over

artist's note: The inspiration for this shot was found in the simplistic beauty of Bon Falls in
Wisconsin. Water standing still and water flowing have two different effects. The second, water
flowing, inspires a sense of movement and hints at a journey that both pushes you onward and
awes you with its adventure.
(digital photograph; 8x12 in.)

Caroline belcher

eliza dhonau
east
late march,
the view from the coast was too imposing
for me to notice the chill that still hung
in the air, and had begun to slip
into your chest, hanging heavier
than the sand that filled
our heads.
and the winter left this island,
but prevailed in you.
i want to sink myself into the atlantic
until i am deep enough
for the salt to saturate my heavy bones,
because i was told
with salt there's healing
and that's all the hope
i hold.

megan culbertson
Music Shall Untune the Sky
So when the last and dreadful hour
This crumbling pageant shall devour,
The trumpet shall be heard on high,
The dead shall live, the living die,
And Music shall untune the sky!
—John Dryden, "A Song for St. Cecilia's Day"
The woman with the purple hair moved her arms feverishly back and forth in front of
her face, and I thought she was beautiful. If she squeezed my heart not saying any
thing, I didn't want to think about what her voice could do.
It would be music.
I scratched my head with my right hand, trying to figure her out. I felt she knew me
and my tricks and my shame. I laughed, knowing I was just a young widower trying to
reassemble the jagged remnants of life.
She continued to move her arms, passion on top of passion, her eyes intense with
fire, and I took one step toward her.
I made eye contact. Her arms still moved, but she started to walk toward me. She
was approaching on the gravel street. We were outside and it smelled cold and mature,
like old leaves.
We were a foot apart and my mouth was dry. I moved my tongue around, begging
for moisture, but I couldn't talk.
She didn't talk either.
We stood there, like two Pinocchios just wanting to be real.
Then her arms moved again, only this time it was much slower, almost thoughtful.
Then I realized. All of my talk wouldn't matter, because it would never reach her.
I raised my right hand, extended my pointer, pinky, and thumb, and lowered my
middle two fingers.
I love you.
I'm an idiot.
I'm done.
I turned around on the road and walked away from her, turning left into a small
path behind Joe's barn.
Who was this girl, just motioning at me? I didn't even know her, and who was I to
say "I love you"? She had turned my life upside down enough for one day. I would just
go home and eat Oreos and read Poe and wallow.
I felt a hand on my shoulder and turned around. Her face looked confused. She
cocked her head to one side, like a dog, but a pretty one.

.
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megan culbertson

She turned, beckoning me with a swing of her right hand, her purple hair electric in
the dusk.
I followed, a hapless victim of curiosity.
We walked for about a mile. We didn't talk. That was okay. My stomach was knot
ting itself up in confused balls of uncertainty that made me want to throw up and
smile at the same time. This was something. We didn't need words for affirmation.
We continued walking, and I noticed that her steps were light. She didn't walk like
everyone else. She didn't float, and she didn't glide. It was just light, like nothing I'd
ever seen before. Everything about her was soft and gentle and genuinely her, though
she was obviously broken.
Here I was, a lanky guy from the backwoods bumbling behind her, begging to be
brought into her realm. My left toe caught and I stumbled a bit, but she didn't turn
around. I guess we were both broken.
We walked, two wind-up toys running out of artificial life.
She finally turned left, a burst of wind blowing her yellow blouse away from her
body for a second. She had turned onto a cement driveway. Ahead in the distance
stood a proud Tudor house. The sunset was leaking around the sides of the house, but
the bright red of the bricks still hurt my eyes.
She spun around and looked me in the eyes. I stopped walking. She smiled, and I
wanted to cry. I didn't even remember to smile back. She beckoned with her hand,
just like she did the first time, and we started to walk together.
The leaves were crispy and falling and I stepped on one. I stepped on two, three,
four. They layered the driveway. She didn't step on any.
We were in front of the house now. Instead of going through the front door, she
climbed over the short white fence on the side and I followed. We went around to
the backside of the house and entered through a dilapidated back door with a broken
lock.
She and I went up two flights of stairs. The first was an auxiliary staircase made
out of wooden planks, but the second was carpeted and even. I could feel its cushion
through the soles of my shoes. She knew her way around. It was comforting, and
familiar.
She walked into the kitchen and opened the fridge. I followed, although I wasn't
sure what we were doing. She took a half-gallon of milk from the refrigerator and
looked at me quizzically, her head cocked. She moved her arms and hands for the
first time since she had asked me to walk with her. I tried to show her that I didn't
understand.
"My name's Johnny."
She laughed.
"I don't know what you're trying to tell me," I said.
She took my hand and placed it on the half-gallon and then pointed to my chest
with one finger.
"Oh, no. I don't want any. Thanks." I shook my head and she understood.

megan culbertson

She poured a glass for herself. She drank it, leaning against the counter underneath
the microwave.
She placed her empty glass that still held the faint white hue of milk in the sink and
walked out of the kitchen. I followed quickly, trying to keep up with her.
Her hand reached behind to grab mine. I reached forward and she held it. We
started running, exquisite furniture and civilization blurry around us. She stopped
suddenly and I ran into her back. She turned around. I laughed and took a step back.
Our hands were still joined.
Her excited, erratic breaths told me we had reached our destination. Walls lined
with books. Two black leather armchairs. The ceiling was dark, but the good kind
of dark, the cozy kind. She flipped on the light switch, and I saw a record player. It
was dusty and exhausted but she walked toward it with volition. She grabbed the top
record from a pile on the floor. Its cover was grey with a yellow square filling the front.
After placing the record on the player and putting the needle down, she handed
the cover to me. I held it in my hands, and just as I discovered that it was the London
Symphony Orchestra playing Beethoven's Fifth, the music started to swell. The open
ing notes brought chills to my heart and I had to sit down.
But she didn't sit down in the chair adjacent. Instead, she smiled at me for an
instant, and then began to twirl around as the music swirled, her purple hair spreading
out from her head. She could fly. Tears escaped from her closed eyelids.
She was lifted by something beyond bars and measures. She flew over sound and
light and time, and for a second, I was flying, too.

i

author's note: To me, music is capable of transcending so much—hardship, present suffering,
pain, loneliness, and even boredom. The older I become, the more I realize its power and its
hold over me. This story also owes a great debt to unlikely redemption, for often what brings
about one's salvation comes from the least likely, or most ironic, of sources.

megan culbertson

erik hatcher
Four Images in My Mind
She sits and knits with gnarled hands
Twisted smile; plotting colored softness
Gift of hours, soreness, yarn
Scraps discarded take strange form
Rosebud boots and thimble mittens
Shape and shades lost years ago
When fingers pranced like nimble kittens
Knobbed and britde, slowly winding
Mismatched patterns for unknown infants
That stiff and clicking hag
With dim eyes gleaming
Permanendy leathered hands
From wresding decades of lumber
Deft with wisdom, clumsy with age
Steel muscled arms so tired now
But she cannot know
This man of iron is rusted and frail
Inhale quick before she sees
Her aging knight on gasping knees
It is not pride that bought this lie
She should not be fretting over him
When she enjoys the picket fence he built for her
Wrinkled hands and a stained handkerchief
Coughing and blood
She sits and waits to dab his lips
These bouts are brief, she need not stay
They whisper in her ear
But polite and firm as always
She sends the nurse away
Her other hand is clasped in his
Why leave ?
All happiness is in this room
Filled with her warm, involuntary smile

An outstretched hand holds a pink cup
He crawls forward on his own feet
She cannot
Agonizingly arduous yards
Down well-worn, darkened corridor
Haste slow limbs! Conserve no strength
Shuffle to the oasis
To fill your plastic chalice
Gummed jaw set, determined
Night by night
He knows each moment and each tile
She will wake thirsty
Water will be exchanged for a little smile
And every minute will be worthwhile
I am all these things and young
This heart and these hands yours
So let me love

ryan duncan
Choose Your Own Adventure
Paper flies in a fevered trance
As your life is risked in a game of chance.
Do you tempt an unknown fate ?
Or follow the path you know is straight?
A poor choice lands you in deaths embrace,
But, never fear, you marked your place!
You double back and try anew,
But for the second time, your life is through.
You close the book and start again,
Determined to find your happy end.

author s note: This poem is a tribute to the Choose Your Own Adventure books. One day, after
mentioning them to a friend, we discussed how we would always mark pages and read ahead to
achieve a happy ending. The memory inspired me to write a poem about those books.

ryan duncan

rachel moore
Captivating

artist's note: Song of Solomon 2:2 states, "Like a lily among the thorns is my darling among
the maidens," and Edward Bulwer-Lytton said, "In life, as in art, the beautiful moves in curves."
These two passages inspired the meaning behind "Captivating." The passage in Song of Solomon
has always been a favorite of mine because I believe that at the core of every woman's heart is the
desire to be cherished and thought of as beautiful. Dance has always been regarded as one of the
most evident portrayals of beauty. When a ballerina is up on stage, she dances with an elegant
strength because she knows that the audience is captivated by her performance. In "Captivating,"
I wanted to portray the pinnacle of that performance.
(acrylic painting; 12x12 in.)

—honorable mention art—

rachel moore

nate antiel
Ash Wednesday
The cock's final caw
and crushing silence falls
On the holy hill Golgotha.
All heads turn
To the Christ whose hands
lay stretched upon his cross.
His body hangs broken
And his precious blood pours
Like when Sarpedon, son of Zeus
fell full spent for sake of Troy.
And now the priest boldly praises,
as the people plead forward
In search of some sign
to mark out all shame.
His finger moves slowly, first down,
next across pale foreheads;
All heads hallowed.
Holy. And hollow.
So slowly the silence
steals from this place
As drudging and dreary
the dead try to force
Their needs down on kneelers
not worn from much use.
The people s knees plunge,
but proud hearts remain
Defiantly doomed.
Dare we defy the dust?
"Ash to ash. And remember you are
but dust!" Dust,
From where we once came,
when done will return.
Still, hold towards hope!
Though hopeless we search

For abundant ambrosia,
but find blood and absinthe.
When drunk with dulled senses
with raised hearts all rise
And again the slow shuffle
as the feet numbly slide.
The bread being brought,
all kneel beside
Christ's body. Broken.
Christ's blood. Spilled.
So drudging and dreary,
the dead must depart
And silence steals slowly
into both mind and heart.

23

author's note: This work was inspired by attending two Ash Wednesday services, the first at the
Church of St. Mary Magdalen in Oxford, England; the second at St. Paul's Cathedral in India
napolis, Indiana. The alliterative verse form is intended to mirror both the physical layout of the
service and the brokenness of the people who participate in the service.

nate antiel

kelli conners
The One Still Living
A roll of the dice
(the headlights flash)
A shuffle of cards
(the steering wheel jerks)
A sleight of hand
(we're over the guardrail)
A magicians wink
(plummets to a stop)
Fifty to fifty are pretty good odds
if you're playing for
pennies, or dollars,
or lives.
One walks away,
and one's left behind.

24
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The magician held up
his colored scarves:
first there were two,
and now there is one.
He's still up there holding
my guilty green scarf.
We liked the red better;
we're sure of it now.
That vibrant red scarf
that could do no wrongif he were still here
would we love him less?
And to think
I thought
I had
control.

author's note: This is one of the first and few poems I have ever written. I enjoyed the process
much more than I thought I would and have since gained a greater appreciation for poetry.

kelli conners

Steven barnett

artist's note: "Film Today" represents the sexual and violent content that has seemed to gain a
stranglehold on the video media. My thought behind it was not that there is something auto
matically or objectively wrong about these things in film; rather, what is meant to be gleaned
from the image is what isn't there: a purpose. The image is anarchic. Violent portrayal without
purpose is dangerous; sexual portrayal without artistic reason is pornography. But art is to be
interpreted: view it how you will.
(calligraphy fountain pen drawing on paper)

Steven barnett

amanda wingers
Knowledge and Innocence

artist's note: After years of depressing statistics of extreme poverty, starvation, and disease, we
often slip into a state of apathy and become desensitized to the people living in these conditions.
This painting is part of my effort to combat this way of thinking and portray what is happening
in the world today, I want to shed light on the hushed and difficult stories of human trafficking,
slavery, and genocide that are happening every day. I also want to focus on the beauty and unify
ing characteristics among us. Maybe then we will see people as people, not as stereotypes, colors,
and statistics, but as families, children, lovers, and friends: people with dreams, accomplish
ments, and their own perspectives.
(oil painting on canvas; 24x30 in.)

amanda wingers

anna daniels
Helping Hearts
The snow lay like powdered sugar shaken liberally over the sidewalks and roads. Her
cream stilettos were caked in the stuff, and it was beginning to seep into the cracks
between her toes. Elaine trudged down the sidewalk and wished for a sunny beach
in St. Thomas accompanied by a strawberry daiquiri; a paper umbrella would be a
thoughtful touch.
Five minutes late. She was never late. The train station was getting nearer. Her
shoulder ached and she adjusted her briefcase. If it wasn't for those damn terrorists
taking over the planes, I wouldn't have to travel like this, she thought. Train stations
were dirty, common places without a bookstore or a decent wireless connection.
She checked her reflection in the glass door before ducking inside. Her hair, pulled
back into a neat twist earlier in the morning, was ruined now by the large flakes nest
ing in it. What would Maria think of her disarray? It wasn't her fault; it was the snow,
really. She smoothed her hair with a manicured hand and click-clacked over to the
ticket booth.
"Have I missed the 7:40?" she asked the man in the window. He looked up from his
magazine.
"Miss, the 7:40 ain't coming for at least another hour. Didn't you hear about the
delay?" He shook his head and returned to his reading.
"No—I'm not from around here, thank you," she said sweetly and walked away. He
seemed even less helpful than the impertinent desk clerk who'd lost her room reserva
tion yesterday. She shuddered, thinking of the stained 200-thread-count sheets at the
Holiday Inn. Oh, it would be so nice to be home, she sighed. Was there any place to
get some caffeine around here? Her watch read 7:49. She had time.
Elaine grimaced at the lack of coffee selection at the diner across the street, knowing
the drip coffee with Sweet'N Low would fail to satisfy her yearning for a skim cappuc
cino. Hunger overruled her objection. The young girl at the register gave her a cheery
"Goodnight" along with her three fives and three ones.
She had just stepped back into the wind and managed to wrestle the diner door
shut when she felt a tap on her shoulder. She whirled around, senses heightened in the
darkness. He smelled like a briny fish washed up on the Jersey shore; his matted hair
peeked out from under a backwards baseball cap. Kids these days. They didn't even
know how to wear a hat properly.
"Excuse me—ma'am? I hate to ask you, but can you spare some change for a phone
call? I'm all outta cash and need to call my grandma."
She took in the young man standing before her, pulling her briefcase closer to her
chest. His silver chains were long enough to touch the jeans sagging around his hips.
Calling his grandmother—honestly, who did he think she was ?

.
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anna daniels

"I'm sorry," Elaine fumbled as she started to back away. "I'm really late and I have to
go—" She kept her eye on the station as she hurried towards it.
Safely back inside, Elaine perched on one of the few unforgiving bucket seats left in
the waiting area. Might as well get some work done, she thought, pulling out her com
puter to rehearse tomorrow s speech. She was reviewing her notes for the fifth time
when she noticed the young man enter to use the payphone across the room, shoelaces
trailing on the wet floor. Probably calling a friend to help him get out of trouble. She
quickly slid the laptop back into her briefcase and headed for the ladies' room.
Four stalls edged in rust stood next to a spotted sink with a broken soap dispenser.
Spider veins crisscrossed the yellowing tile ending under a clouded window. She
smoothed her bleached hair and reapplied Primrose Pink to her thin lips, noticing a
miniscule crack crisscrossing her reflection in the mirror.
I do care; I do what I can—what more can I do? she thought. Really, it's like trying
to stop a flood with a spoon. Elaine carefully blotted her hair with coarse brown paper
towels. Hiding here was foolish. She went to reclaim her seat and noticed it had been
taken by an old woman in a red checked flannel shirt. Her head drooped low over
her folded arms; she wouldn't be moving anytime soon. The only seat available was
next to the dubious change-beggar. It was either that or stand in stilettos with a full
briefcase for at least the next half hour. He looked up from a complimentary travel
magazine when she sat down.
"Look, I'm sorry about earlier, I didn't have any cash on me and I was kind of in a
rush—" she said.
"Hey, no problem, it's all good."
"Well, I'm glad you were able to make the call."
Silence ensued. Elaine breathed a sigh of accomplishment—she had neatly diffused
the situation. Fifteen minutes later the man checked his watch and exited the station
as car lights flashed in the large front windows.

"Ladies and gentlemen, I am proud to have the honor of introducing our speaker
this afternoon." The presenter looked out at the expectant luncheon crowd over her
thin gold spectacles. "The woman you are about to hear from is truly an example of
what leadership in Helping Hearts is all about. Her tireless work on behalf of the less
fortunate has been an example for my own life, and I am deeply grateful to call her a
friend. I know that she has gone above and beyond to make this organization what
it is today. It is our pleasure to honor her with this year's James Montgomery Distin
guished Service Award. Please give a warm welcome to Elaine Kirkpatrick."
Elaine smoothed her tweed skirt and climbed the steps to the podium, pausing to
give Maria a quick hug. She placed her notes on the stand and waited several seconds
for the applause to die down before beginning her carefully-rehearsed speech.

author's note: I was intrigued by the idea of a character whose outward, rather misguided desire
to serve others is incongruous with impulsive, inward feelings.

anna daniels

jessica mclean

Stars
I went camping alone last night;
O-verhead, baptized in blackness,
B-reathing streetlights distantly
A-ged. I looked away, and yet,
F-loating brashly, every eye
G-arish and knowledgeable
K-ept careful surveillance over
M-y bonfire in the inky woods.

author s note: "Stars" is a semi-perfect sonnet (eight lines, the first with eight syllables and the
rest with seven syllables) about camping alone in the woods underneath the stars. In this type
of poem, the first line introduces the topic and the other seven discuss it, which creates a point
about perfection. Also, each seven-syllable line begins with a classification of star (by spectrum,
from hottest to coldest) which, to draw the reader s attention, has been purposefully separated
from its line by a dash. This poem was inspired beside my own bonfire and was written as a
metaphor for community.

jessica mclean

lindsey buchanan
Balloon Man

artist's note: This piece is acrylic paint, string, and masking tape on canvas. I built up the birds
with tape and then painted them.
(acrylic painting with other materials on canvas; 20x26 in.)

lindsey buchanan

—best art submission—

jenna mccullough
a statement
ideologies evolve
and we mould to them.
the ages are laid out
like cotton-strip patches
waiting their turn
to become part of the pattern,
which we eventually call 'history'—
the blanket that covers our existence
and eyes.
we are blind, you see,
and sometimes that conceptual needle
pricks our little fingers and toes
and then we bleed
and then continue
on to another patch
another time
another ideological fulcrum
to which we attach our lives.
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jenna mccullough

kimberly reneau
Prayer

artist's note: "Prayer" was finished after five years of intermittent attention. This portrait is
based on a photograph taken in India by an acquaintance—a photograph I found haunting. I'm
almost sad to see this "prayer" completed: I have enjoyed praying and growing alongside the
subject.
(graphite drawing on paper; 9x12 in.)

kimberly reneau

joe ricke
Calling
Shut up and listen!
The Word was and is and will be
Yet work to do
Remains.
So sharpen tongues,
Ink hearts,
Frame visions,
Lay lines, scrapes, snaps, strokes, and
Souls
On the altar of ultimate exposure.

Catherine barnett
Glasses
As I watched, the woman ahead of me squinted, then took off her glasses and held
them up to the light. Then, after wiping them with the hem of her T-shirt, she put
them back on, but not for long. With a quick scowl she snatched them off and wiped
them again. She held them up a second time and was obviously displeased with what
she saw, since, with an exasperated sigh, she promptly tossed the glasses into the gutter.
Looking up, she saw me watching her, and explained with a shrug that she could never
get her glasses clean; she'd wipe one lens, and the other would get smudged in the
process. It was too much trouble, so she'd decided to do without them entirely. I half
nodded, embarrassed, and kept walking. The woman started to walk in another direc
tion, and before she passed out of my field of vision, I saw her stumble on an uneven
section of the sidewalk. She steadied herself and, with an air of injured dignity, picked
up her pace and briskly continued on her way.

Catherine barnett

katharine floro
Parley with a Zealot
"The answer is still no," he said.
The old man standing on the other side of the apartment door blinked his watery
blue eyes and leaned forward on his cane, nearly pressing his nose through the few
open inches between the frame and the chipped edge of the door. "Are you going to let
me in or aren't you, Simon?"
The man named Simon hesitated another second before stepping back and swing
ing the door open a little more. He kept himself behind it, hand waiting on the handle
and arm tense, quite prepared to hurl it shut if necessary. One nervous hand ran across
his scalp as if to comb through hair, but it was long gone, shaved into an army-style
fuzz too short to even suggest a color. The old man shook his head reprovingly as he
stepped through and unwound the thick red scarf from his neck.
"It's no way to live, Simon," he said. "No way at all."
"I sure hope you didn't come just to have the same fight we did last time." Simon
didn't look up from locking the door. There were six bolts with locks. The one on the
top still had the factory shine and was much thicker, maybe an inch of solid steel,
reinforced the whole way across the door.
"Do you think I'm that stupid?" asked the old man mildly. "Two hours through the
Rebel's Quarter in the snow just to argue with you? That wind punches right through
this old coat." He patted down his wiry silvered curls to prove the ferocity of the
winter gale.
Simon's hard green gaze didn't relax. The old man doubted if Simon had ever
relaxed in his life. He was human bowstring, permanently taut. His eyebrows clenched
together in the middle of his forehead like opposing magnets; his face had all the
mobility of a granite boulder. The shirt he wore appeared to have endured a thousand
washings and was in need of another due to the sweat soaking through it. Undoubt
edly he had been working out. One didn't get arms like those without a great deal of
exertion. The muscles rolled as Simon reached for the coat and hung it off the handle
of the top bolt, barely having to stretch at all.
"Then get a new one," he growled. "Or better yet, don't come."
"You're right. I didn't hike all this way to talk about coats," the old man admitted.
He worked his way across the tiny main room of the apartment to the armchair and
lowered himself down gingerly. It wasn't comfortable and it wasn't attractive, but the
only other options were a couple of folding chairs stacked in the corner.
"Of course you didn't." Simon glanced towards the short hallway that led to the
bedrooms. "I just put Terry down for his nap. You always did have bad timing."
"Just like them to sleep when you want them awake," muttered the old man.
"Speak for yourself;' said Simon. "I was up most of the night."
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"And probably last night too," the old man added knowingly. "What about some
coffee ?" His rheumy eyes blinked behind the glasses. Simon stood watching him with
crossed arms for a moment before marching over a line of lifting weights that lay in
the middle of the carpet. They demarcated the otherwise invisible boundary between
the living room and the kitchen, which took up the other half of the apartment's main
room.
"Beer?" he called out, flipping through cupboards.
The old man wrinkled his nose disdainfully. "Coffee would be better." His gaze
wandered around the small room. The best to be said for it was that it was clean. The
decorative flourishes had been limited to cheap things—posters pinned up carefully
instead of proper pictures, a few small trinkets on the lone side table, everything
washed in the stark glare of the industrial lighting panels in the ceiling. Only the pat
terned maroon rug offered any relief from the tedium. Along the wall adjoining the
front door, the carpet was marked by a rectangular patch of dust and sheets of music
drooping forlornly out of their basket. "You got rid of Mel's piano."
"I put it in Terry's room," Simon said in a clipped voice. "I've only got the instant
mix kind; do you want that?"
The old man called back testily, "I can't believe Mel let you drink that swill. It's only
good for university students at four in the morning."
Simon shot him a furrow-browed glare over his shoulder. "Do you want it or not?"
"Better than nothing," the old man muttered, twisting the knob of his cane in one
hand and watching the tip knot up the rug. Beer and instant coffee. What a philistine... Simon came out with two mugs of hot water and two packets of coffee mix. He
stepped back over the weights, drawing the old man's gaze.
"Did she let you leave those weights on my grandmother's carpet ?" he demanded
indignantly.
Simon slammed the mugs down on the side table with a crack like cannon fire. "I've
got more important things to take care of than the carpet."
The old man glanced at the back hallway. It had only two doors on either side, each
swung shut. A few picture frames were hung, and though they were indistinguishable
in the dark he knew they were of Mel.
"How is Terry doing?" he asked abruptly. Simon tore open the mix packets and
swirled them into the water, stirring with a spoon that almost vanished in his large,
powerful hand.
"Better," he said, sounding a little more reasonable. "It was bad the first month, but
he goes to sleep now. He lets me leave him with my sister usually."
"Do you leave him with your sister all the time?" demanded the old man.
"You listen to me," Simon hissed, leaning down over the armchair, "I do the damn
best I can, alright? I can't be here all the time." He thrust a mug under the old man's
nose.
"Then you ought to bring him to his family," the old man said without blinking.
"You said the same thing four months ago and I told you, no. I'm his father. I am
his family."
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"So are we. We can keep him safe, Simon."
"You couldn't even keep yourself safe," Simon retorted. "That cane is proof."
"My arrest was sixteen years ago," the old man returned, "and they haven't bothered
me since. Do you know why that is, Simon? It's because I'm not the one shooting
government soldiers. You are."
Simon stared at his mug sullenly. "Not in the last four months," he finally said, swal
lowing a huge gulp of coffee as if he wished it were whiskey.
"Only because of Terry," the old man said severely. "You're not invincible, Simon.
You think they won't catch you, but they caught Mel—"
"Stop it," Simon rasped. "You don't know anything about it."
"That's right, I don't," the old man said bitterly. "They didn't tell Mara and me a
damn thing except how it ended. I don't know about you, but when I get a message
that starts with 'We regret to inform you,' I expect a damn good explanation."
"You know we can't spread information around," Simon defended, not meeting his
eyes. "It could get back to the government. People die when that happens."
"People die anyway," the old man barked, jabbing a finger towards the piano that
no longer stood against the wall. "Your beloved resistance won't even tell me how my
own daughter died!"
"It was her resistance, too," Simon snarled. "You act like I dragged her into—"
A muffled wail interrupted from the direction of the hallway, stirring the shadows.
Simon sighed, kneading the ropy scar that cut across the top of his forehead.
"I'll get him," the old man offered.
"No," Simon said, turning crisply on his heel. "You should rest your knee."
"It doesn't hurt," the old man muttered, stretching the knee in question. He leaned
forward out of the armchair, putting his weight on the cane in front of him, and
watched Simon's tall frame vanish through one of the creaking doors on the left side
of the hall. Thin cries kept pouring out from the open door, punctuated with frantic
gasps, but after a moment they settled into whimpers. Simon reappeared, toting a snif
fling eight-month-old over one shoulder. He hesitated at the end of the hallway.
"Guess he's had enough of his nap," he muttered, avoiding the old man's smile. He
stood for a few long seconds before sitting on a pillow left on the floor.
The old man put down his cane. "Can I take him?"
At Simon's scowl, he added, "I didn't mean it that way."
"Yes, you did," Simon growled, but he handed over the baby. The old man shifted
the boy around to settle the weight on his good knee. He half expected an explosion
of fussing and after-nap temper, but it did not come.
"Ah, you remember me," he announced with pleasure. The eight-month-old looked
up with droopy eyelids, rubbed clumsily at his wet cheeks and tucked a thumb into his
mouth. Simon leaned forward to tug the thumb out.
"Don't do that, Terry," he said, producing a plastic pacifier from one of his pockets.
Terry blinked and fumbled for the pacifier with one chubby, short-fingered hand.
"Ma-ma," he said sleepily.
"No Mama," Simon said calmly. "Are you hungry, huh?"
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"Aaaaabuzzuh," Terry mumbled around the pacifier. Simon pushed back up and
retrieved a bottle from the kitchenette. He reclaimed Terry and began feeding him
with the ease of a trained professional.
"How's Mara?" Simon asked after the silence had gotten too stale.
"She's doing better," said the old man. "She'd be better still if Terry were there."
"I told you, he's not going. He's my son."
"And my grandson. Are you going to stay in this foxhole of an apartment with a
baby forever?" the old man asked. "Even I know you hate sitting on your heels and
doing nothing. You're used to eating bullets for breakfast, not oatmeal."
"I'm not doing nothing," Simon said, helping Terry tip the bottle up a little farther
to get the last of the milk. "And it's not going to be forever. We're going to win this
fight."
"Not that soon, you won't," the old man said, laying his cane across his knees. "The
government army is five times as large as your resistance movement, better equipped,
and their intelligence department has a budget that runs into eight figures."
Simon's eyes blazed. "The institution is weakening," he insisted fervently. "The
Cabinet is divided, indecisive. They're losing control. All we have to do is keep apply
ing pressure and we can overthrow this mockery of a government inside three years.
We've got all the momentum; it's been growing steadily for a year now—"
"Momentum didn't save this boy's mother, Simon! I know that much, at least."
Simon fell silent. The two of them watched Terry finish up his bottle and then they
put him down on the carpet/where he showed off his lurching crawl and taste-tested
the laces of Simon's combat boot.
"It was a stray shot," Simon said quietly, tugging the bootlace out of Terry's mouth.
"Earlier that week her squad got called up to raid the army depot on South Callahan
Street. I was gone on the east side of the city that day, so she stayed home to watch
Terry. Turned out a contingent was stopping by to reload ammunition when they hit
the depot. One of her squad members got killed, young kid, just joined a couple weeks
before, and she just wouldn't forgive herself for not being there. Played that piano for
three days straight. A few days later headquarters decided to try for the depot again, so
she called my sister to watch Terry and left me a note and went with them. And..."
"Was it quick?" the old man asked distantly.
"They said so." Terry wandered into the no-man's land between them, wriggling
over to the armchair and pulling himself upright on shaky short legs. The old man
leaned forward and ran his hand through the boy's thin dark curls, just starting to
grow past his scalp. It reminded him of another head of dark curls a quarter of a
century earlier.
"She should have been a musician," the old man said finally. "She wanted to be a
musician. They dragged her into fighting."
"She fought because she had to," Simon returned. "She didn't like it. Even I don't
like it, whatever you think. But you don't just sit back and watch your classmates be
murdered without doing something about it. We didn't mean to have Terry in the
middle of all this. We were going to wait until the fighting was over."
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"But things didn't happen like that," said the old man, picking Terry back up onto
his lap. "And now you're the most wanted man in the city trying to raise a baby by
yourself."
"I was wanted long before Terry was born, and so was Mel."
"And if it were just Mel left instead of you, and she was hell-bent on sticking it to
the government, I'd say the same thing: that fancy new bolt on the door won't keep
you safe. If they catch you, what'11 happen to Terry?"
Simon sat in stiff silence. The old man pressed on.
"I came because Mara and I are leaving next week," he said. "We've always talked
about moving to the coast, somewhere remote. Send Terry with us, at least until the
fighting dies down. You want what's best for him, Simon. This is what's best."
Simon burst to his feet, pacing the tiny expanse of floor, looking as if he hoped a
bug would appear so he could smear it into paste. "Only cowards run when they get
hurt."
"But sometimes you have to retreat once or twice to win the war," the old man
countered quickly. "I don't doubt you'd do everything you could to protect him, but
you said yourself you can't always be here. Do you want to see the same thing that hap
pened to your wife happen to Terry?"
Simon froze, staring at the place the piano used to occupy. His jaw bunched into
tight muscle and his eyebrows sealed themselves even more firmly together than usual.
"That was a low blow," he said at last. "Do you hate me that much?"
"My daughter loved you," said the old man. "I don't hate anyone my daughter loved.
I'm not doing this to torture you. I'm doing this to protect my grandson." He set Terry
back down on the rug and picked up his cane. "I have to be headed back.Just think it
over, Simon. For Mel."
Simon didn't look away from the wall. Behind him Terry bobbed back and forth on
all fours, cooing nonsense, oblivious to the invisible tumult.
"I'll... think about it," Simon mumbled.
"Call me tomorrow."
"Don't push your luck," Simon growled. "I didn't say yes."
The old man got up and gave Terry a last affectionate pat on the head before work
ing his way over to the front door. He put the threadbare coat back on and twisted the
scarf tightly around his neck and ears. Simon came with Terry tucked into one arm
and undid the locks. There were no goodbyes as the door closed between them.

authors note: This story was a problem child. After fighting through a few pages, I debated
abandoning it altogether. Unfortunately I had a deadline to meet, so instead I sat down and
wrote until, at about three in the morning, I had a rough draft. The whole time my inner critic
was screaming that every page was horrible, but it turns out that I had a worthwhile story lurk
ing in that rough draft. Sometimes stories seem to come running to me, but this experience
taught me that uncooperative ideas are also worth writing. They just require the author to be
more stubborn than they are.
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shannon kaphaem
Reinvent Yourself
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Give it a try,
Return what doesn't fit,
Also please remember!
We can always sell at a discount
The garments that get ripped,
Or if those stitches unravel,
Just give us a call! (Overly enthusiastic)
Or shred the stupid thing, (Grinning broadly and sarcastically)
Then use the scraps for something small.
Lets be honest though, (Leaning in closer)
Truly, just between you and me, (Volume to a whisper)
No one wants what's used, no matter how much abuse the material can exceed,
You would look down upon the person who would mend your trash,
As someone below you in social class,
I know you,
. And what it takes to impress,
it s sewn well and would never break in two,
Much less have stains or holes to embarrass you,
On your special day,
Which is every day when you live life to the fullest, (Smiling candidly and slighdy
rolling the eyes while shifting weight to the other hip)
And I know you do,
Live well that is,
Or you wouldn't be shopping here today, in your finest Sunday dress, (Eye scan from
foot to head, silent assessment)
Sorry to bother you with such a long rant,
It's exhausting trying to convince people to see what they have,
It's part of our new advertising theme this year,
We call it: Going Out of Business.
"Sigh"
Bankruptcy is the only alternative known,
I suppose,
To playing the Game.

author's note: "Reinvent Yourself" was written as part of my journey to accept myself within
my brokenness and to encourage a recognition of failure as recyclable rather than discardable,
despite a culture which values, too often, what is an illusion of perfection.

shannon kaphaem

sarah albinson
Face Unraveled

(graphite drawing on paper)

sarah albinson

sam edgin
like velvet
like velvet, she walks the streets
each night as her star-water dress
trails behind, swaying with the sidewalk,
it reflects some of what surrounds
her, and some captured rain, but mostly
the stars are her own. the dress flows
beautifully, fitting not quite perfectly,
she can grow into it.
her cream and pink feet brush cracks in
the concrete and she leaves a wake of
calm beauty in alleys dark like wave-troughs
under a midnight moon.
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water drops running between her toes stop
and celebrate desperately before falling off and
drip, dripping to drown in the sewers
as only street raindrops can.
she is a light dimmed by streetlamps
and abused by storefront glitz, but she
is more breathtaking
than all of it.

author's note: Like any good poem, "like velvet" was inspired by a girl. This girl had been on
my mind a lot, and one day right after class an image flashed through my mind of a woman in
a dress walking barefoot down a city sidewalk. That image matured through the writing of the
poem into a reflection of beauty in the midst of brokenness.

sam edgin

—honorable mention poetry—

anne le gall
LadyJane

artist s note: Throughout my artistic training I have always been attracted to the realistic
representation of the human form. "Lady Jane" was an exercise in which I described the delicate
features of the subject s face using minimal line and value.
(graphite drawing on paper; 8Vi xl 1 in.)

anne le gall

brandon fitzsimmons
The Wishful Thinkers Hymn
The thought that there might come a time
When I could boast a life sublime
A life unburdened of the weight
Of empty whims adrift in fate
And from the bedlam that surrounds
Erect a frame whence hope abounds
Not hope that feeds on shallow guile
Nor sows infertile seeds so vile
As to promote ignoble laud
A sham, they say, the same as fraud

I
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Does render me replete with thrill
That I might be a bastion still
Parading truth in all its pomp
My life a cadent vict'ry stomp
My heart a carnal rock to brace
A mind quiescent by the Grace
That exculpates its every flaw
Lest fierce the fangs of fault should gnaw
And into Glory purely wrought
Affirm a glory dearly bought

luke harty
The Wasted Life of Ruka Pyraggi and The End of the World
I thought myself wise for my age
How I shrugged off sleep to listen
To the old folks bemoan
The foolishness of their youth
Their stories were audible gold
To my malleable consciousness
So I crept around the garden and picked
The freshest fruit
The sweetest fruit
And I crushed the seed under my heel
Round about the time of the solstice
When the sun stood bold
In the vastness that is the sky
I slithered past the garden
Or stomped through the leaves of grass
Stood bare-chested, brazen in
The golden rays
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And I thought to myself "I could get used to this" and I thought about some would-be
Native American saying like, "[t]oday is a good day to die." Not because of what it
meant, but because ofthe idea ofit. Because of how it would look engraved in my arm.
Like an old revolver, glorified, immortalized on elastic skin.
So many things can be fashioned from metal,
Beautiful things that move through the air with precision.
My metal things burn and spin and scrape the earth
For one single solitary purpose: to shape it,
To clear a path for myself
But my bare feet lost traction in the grass
And slid into the lawnmower blades
Breaking skin
Slicing tendon
Shattering bone

—honorable mention poetry—

luke harty

And I thought to myself, "[w]hen I woke up this morning, I never thought I would be
here, and I thought that this was not an ideal way to die. My face was unshaven and my
facebook profile had no inspiring quotes to persuade friends and loved ones that I had
not squandered my life, that it had been meaningful. I was already thinkingpast tense.
Here is a plague ofa question: if I could go back in time and do it over, if I could do it
differently... I could have learned theguitar and been a beloved singer/songwriter, the
voice of teen angst for white middle-class twenty-somethings. That would have been nice.
I crawled in the direction of the house,
As the noonday sun blazed hot and high.
The ground was hard,
And the locusts cursed me in organized
Waves of disgust.
My swollen tongue dragged in the earth
Stripped of nutrient-rich topsoil.
My knees felt the itch and sting
Of an ungroomed lawn.
My breath was the pant
Of a feral dog.
But there in front of me stood
The feet of a standing man
Who said, "[m]y, what pride you have!"

And I thought to myself,"[w]hat if this is how the world ends? What if the whole thing is
a cosmic accident, an unfortunate overlap of tragedy? What if a decade's worth of car
crashes and knife fights happen at exactly the same time and all medications are
improperly mixed and strokes and heart attacks strike with stopwatch accuracy and
nuclear power plants meltdown and natural disasters rear their untimely heads?What if
the Apocalypse is only held at bay by some chance sense of order and organization that
spreads death and destruction into manageable fragments that mankind can overcome?
But I digress...
The standing man stood there
In the humidity in front of me
As I bled out something terrible
With His hand stretched out.

luke harty

And I thought about when I was in the secondgrade, Mrs. Reed's class, I tripped a boy
like I had seen Marty McFly do in Back To The Future. The boy cried and went to his
seat. Everyone was laughing, but Ifelt bad. A couple of years ago, I found out that the
boy died in a car accident. I never apologized for embarrassing him, for humiliating him,
for abusing him. I can't even say his name. And I thought to myself, "[t]oday is the same
as any other day. Today is a bad day to die."

author's note: This poem started as two separate poems that merged as their topics—premature
death by narcissism and the apocalypse—are related. "Ruka Pyrragi" was the name given to
me by the Ache children of Puerto Barra, Paraguay, after a famous tribal spiritual leader and is
meant to be ironic considering the poem's expository content, which deals largely in vanity and
self-loathing.

luke harty

rachel moore
The Color in Me

artist's note: "The Color in Me" is twofold in meaning. First, it represents my ethnicity, which
is African-American and Caucasian. I consider it a blessing to be biracial because I am able to
encounter diversity on a much more personal level than most. Second, the piece represents my
tendency to be more introverted at times. By using Prisma colored pencils, I enhanced the colors
of the piece in a symbolic way which states, "It is only when you really get to know me that you
are able to see the colors really come alive."
(Prisma colored pencil drawing; 21x16 in.)

rachel moore

kelley wilson
A Season
Like an orb behind a cloudy mess
Filling an evening sky
Peek over the crimson waves of light
Spilling upwards with the dusk
Collide together
A dance of time: a
seemingly monotonous struggle.
I too sit on this edge of a break
amidst the paper moon.
Like a drifting shadow, full and proud
Choices that pour to scar
Drop stealing grays and blue hues too bleak
Color isn't recalled
Wet air is poured cold
A weather pattern:
emotionally ordained to feel small.
I wait for a channel of changes
prostrate under the storm.
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So here's my shade and take my coat
This circle makes me ill
With dizzy dips and a losing stance
Knowing again I'll slip
Rise assured for self
A dance of time:
emotionally ordained to feel small.
Others have sung their songs of standing
over a same season.

author's note: I think I've realized that every soul in this world sings the same song. While all
of our experiences vary, how and what we feel remains collective. This piece is about the same
tears, yearnings, and hopes we've all reached toward. Inspired by an unlikely turn of events, it is
written as a reminder that life does go on and truly is only what you make it.

kelley wilson

marc belcastro
To the Sketch Artist
Behind your hand
lies a white expanse,
a wide plane of blank abyss.
And when you extend
to give life from lead,
to lend, with fingers stained
like thunderclouds,
you sketch existence
ex nihilo.
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With thin and light
diaphanous lines,
your pencil touches and slides,
laying down layers
and perfect pieces
for life, for
a creation of Adam
simulacrum.
Perhaps
you dip his rib in ink,
tap it on the well,
and find cause for color.
Perhaps you, too, are God
for Andy Warhol's fifteen minutes.

marc belcastro

Steven barnett
Linonophobia

artist's note: "Linonophobia" is meant to give a disturbing sensation, representational of any
phobia. The definition of the title is the "irrational fear of string," a bizarre and rare phobia
chosen for its uncommonness. The absurdity of such a fear is possibly analogous to all fears, if
in no other way, in irrationality. Fear exists out of ignorance or is caused by the preposterous way
in which the human mind was designed.
(felt-tip pen and watercolor drawing on paper)

—honorable mention art—

Steven barnett

anne wilson
Alchemy and Etiquette
Interval the First—Rife with Unpleasant Discoveries
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When Cecily saw Uncle Reuben eating Henry's eyes, she was quite reasonably
shocked. She hadn't necessarily liked the animal, but eating cats eyes didn't seem to
be the type of thing done in any of the etiquette books she'd read—and to Cecily the
etiquette compendiums were the ultimate authority on proper social behaviour.
It was while she watched her uncle lick his fingers that she realized her pointless
brother Percival might just be right—Uncle Reuben had been possessed. She also
resolved not to tell little Benedict about what had happened to Henry—he'd throw an
absolute fit, and she simply could not deal with him and whatever had possessed her
uncle at the same time.
Really this was all Fathers fault. If he had been around a bit more often, Mother
wouldn't be having a baby, and she wouldn't have sent Cecily and her brothers to stay
with mad Uncle Reuben in the first place. The moment Cecily had stepped inside that
house and seen all those ghastly old papers and books everywhere and the light in her
uncle's eyes, she knew this was no place for a young lady. Of course, she had thought
the unnatural sheen in Uncle Reuben's eyes was from visiting the liquor cabinet a little
too often and not from some sort of unholy presence. Naturally, Percival and Bene
dict had been enraptured with the place. Cecily knew that boys Percival's age were
ignorant sprouts and that she really shouldn't hold it against him, but the day he had
used melted wax to glue her hair to her headboard while she slept, she had decided
Percival was a cut above the average offensive boy. And of course Benedict would fol
low Percival about like he was his own personal saviour, never mind what Cecily tried
to tell him about poor influences and growing up to be a proper gendeman. Because
of Percival's odious character and Benedicts adoration, it was perhaps not surprising
that all the old rooms stuffed with moth-eaten furniture and real armor and the back
garden Uncle Reuben didn't mind them digging in had charmed the boys. Cecily
thought that Uncle Reuben ought to at least have gotten married, if only to keep his
house in working order. There weren't any servants except for Graham; the rest had
all mysteriously disappeared. Cecily had assumed they'd given notice—not thinking
it seemly to work for such a fallen gentleman—but as she looked around her uncle's
lab at all the skeletons propped up and the bodies that lay vivisected on tables, she
thought perhaps the servants might not have left the house after all.
Interval the Second—An Unassuming Arrival
"Hello, my darlings!" Uncle Reuben had thrown open the doors and ushered the
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children into the darkened house enthusiastically. "I am so glad you've come to stay
with your old uncle for awhile. We're going to have such fun together, I know!"
"Throw your things anywhere, dears, Graham will take them up to your room later,"
he had continued, gesturing to a dour, gray sort of man, only as tall as Benedict. For
his part, Graham glared at the cage Benedict's cat Henry was currendy making a scene
in, and gave off the distinct impression that he dearly wished to kick the animal.
Cecily thought there had been quite enough informality. "How do you do, Uncle
Reuben?" she said, standing direcdy in front of her uncle and holding out a letter from
her mother—which she'd thought only appropriate to open and read on the steamer
trip. "I do hope you have prepared separate rooms for the boys and I. A young lady can
hardly be expected to prepare herself in the mornings in the presence of gendemen—
such as they are."
Percival gagged and made a face at her, but Uncle Reuben laughed and, bending
down, put his hands on little Benedict's shoulder. "Well, I don't see any gendemen
here, do you? All I see is a boy who I bet would like to run to the kitchen and get a
stick of rock candy, yes ?"
Benedict smiled shyly through his curls in that simpering way Cecily knew always
got him what he wanted, and nodded. "Can Henry have some, too?" He gestured to
the spitting cat in the cage.
Uncle Reuben seemed to notice Henry for the first time and Cecily saw the initial
peculiar glimmer in his eyes. "Why, of course. Henry can have whatever he wants. I'm
sure a litde sugar will do wonders for his coat."
Cecily's uncle led the two boys off to the kitchen, the symbol of a snake eating its
own tail embroidered on the back of his cloak moving in an oddly lifelike way that
made Cecily rather queasy. Graham hissed oddly and shambled after them carrying a
load of luggage.
"I don't suppose Henry is a completely black cat, Benedict?" she heard her uncle ask
as she was left in the entryway, holding out a letter to no one in particular.
Interval the Third—Prying Eyes Get Gouged Out
Cecily was not a snoop. She was simply in the service of being knowledgeable.
Besides, she had a perfecdy good reason for being in her uncle's study—it had been
a week and she still hadn't had an opportunity to give him her mother's letter. And
really it was such interesting news—all about how Father was off cavorting on business
trips half the time, and how Mother was lonely and she didn't love him anymore any
way, and how Captain Dawson had been ever so charming, and had promised to duel
Father once he got back, and she wasn't sorry at all that she was going to have his baby.
It was riveting stuff and it made Cecily feel terribly grown up just to read it. She didn't
understand why her mother wouldn't have shared it with her openly in the first place.
She was fifteen years old after all—the ways of the world were plain to her by now!
"Sessy the spy! Do they teach you how to listen at doors in your etiquette books
too?" Her brother sidled into the room, hands in his pockets and the look on his face
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that meant he was hoping for a fight.
"I am not spying. And my name is Cecily, Percival."
"You know he hates it when you call him that." Benedict wandered into the room,
Henry twining around his ankles and leaving—to Cecilys constant distress—black
hairs on his pant legs. "If you called him Percy like I do and you asked him nicely, I'm
sure he'd call you Cecily."
Percival was already rifling through the papers on Uncle Reubens desk and trying
all the drawers.
"They're locked."
Percival grinned. "You tried?"
"I wanted to see if he had an ink blotter."
Benedict sat on the floor, surrounding himself with books pulled haphazardly from
his uncle's bookcase. Flipping through a book at random, he let out a little shriek.
Percival laughed and grabbed the book from the boy. "Little Ben, I didn't think you
were such a fraidy cat that books could scare you. What is this, anyway?"
Cecily looked over her brother's shoulder at the illustration that had made Bene
dict yell and decided that for once she agreed with her youngest brother's judgment—
the picture was absolutely atrocious. A man, wearing a crown, and with the body of a
tarantula, leered out from the page. Cecily noticed with a shudder that the man had
the extra heads of a toad and a cat. Under the drawing was written in clear uppercase
letters the name "BAAL."
Percival grimaced. "Pretty grim all right, Little Ben, I don't blame you for being
surprised." He flipped the book shut and frowned at the title. The binding was black,
with even darker letters. It read, "The Lesser Key of Solomon: The Essential Grimoire
for the Summoning and Binding of Demons."
"What's Uncle Reuben doing with something like this?"
As Percival asked his question, Graham shuffled into the room, gibbering unintelli
gibly to himself and carrying a pile of Uncle Reuben's clothing—which Cecily noticed
he hadn't folded properly. He hissed when he saw the children, but when he saw the
Grimoire in Percival's hands he dropped his load and began to hop up and down,
shrieking and spitting.
"For goodness sake's, Graham, don't spit. You look like a—"
Percival cut offher lecture by tackling her just as Graham launched himself where
she had been standing a moment before. The grey servant landed hard and Cec
ily noted with some interest from her position on the floor that parts of his hands
seemed to be crumbling like dried clay. In fact, in this light it looked as if he was made
entirely of clay. Cecily might have noticed this before, but she hadn't bothered to look
very closely at Graham—it was improper to fraternize with servants after all.
Graham pulled himself together, flexing what was left of his fingers and looking
enraged.
"What do we do, Ses?" Benedict crouched behind her and clutched the back of her
dress. Cecily could only hope he wasn't crying—he dripped something awful, and this
was her good dress.
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As Graham began to advance on the children again, Henry decided that he didn't
like the servant after all and sprang from under Benedict s feet at the clay man's face,
scrabbling wildly.
While pieces of dried clay gave way under Henry's ferocious attack, Percival
shouted from his position beneath Graham. "Quick, Ses! He's just clay, douse him!"
Cecily glanced about the room, pushing to the back of her mind the thought of how
much of a mess it was, and noticed the washbasin and pitcher her uncle kept on his
desk to wash in the mornings. Untangling herself from her brother in an inelegant
mess of skirts and boots, she threw herself at the desk and grabbed the pitcher.
Graham had managed to pry the cat off his face and had thrown Henry across the
room. From the gashes on his face ran columns of dust like a sandcastle collapsing and
his slate colored eyes glared fiercely as he advanced on Cecily.
Cecily yelped as she splashed the water on the oncoming figure. The effect was
immediate—what was once hard packed clay began to soften and run, and Graham
began to lose his balance as his legs melted into shapeless stumps. Stumbling back
wards into the bookcase, the wooden structure collapsed onto him in a mess of books
and dust, making a sickening squelching sound and causing muddy clay to pool across
the floor.
"That wasfantastic, Sessy!" Percival crowed.
Cecily gave a superior smile and patted down her skirt. "Servants really ought to
know their place."
Interval the Fourth—Further Complications in the Form of Demonic Influences
There would be a dragon. Cecily didn't understand why that was necessary—the
situation seemed to be complicated enough, but Benedict was thrilled about it and
Cecily had to admit the look on Percival's face when it spoke was priceless. When the
bookcase had collapsed onto Graham, it had revealed an opening and stairs leading
underneath the house. Henry had recovered and dashed down them before they could
catch him, and since even Cecily felt as if they owed the cat something, they had fol
lowed the winding stairs carefully, keeping their hands linked in what Cecily con
vinced herself was a safety precaution and not because she wanted to. The room the
stairs opened out onto was enormous—how Uncle Reuben had acquired permission
to build something like this under the city, Cecily was curious to know. The dragon
lay shackled and suspended on a platform over a circular stone pool that glittered
with a smoking yellow liquid. As Cecily watched, a drop of the menacing-looking
fluid oozed from what appeared to be a gash in the dragon's back leg and hit the pool
with a fizz and a puff of smoke. Cecily assumed it was blood, but dragon anatomy was
not one of the areas of study her tutors recommended to her. The whole thing simply
reinforced Cecily's bad opinion of Uncle Reuben; gentlemen did not keep dragons in
their cellars.
"What's it doing down here ? We're in the middle of the city; surely someone would
have seen him carting around a dragon—it's huge!"
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"Don't be stupid," Percival sneered and reclaimed his clammy boy hand from Cec
ilys tightening grip. "Dragons don't start out that big. He must have put it down here
when it was still small."
"Human children, does the alchemist know you are here?"
Benedict laughed in delight, Percival gaped, and Cecily gave a long-suffering sigh.
The dragon's eyes had opened, revealing them to be surprisingly soft and brown, and
though its voice rang throughout the room, it spoke without moving its terrible jaws.
"I sense you killed his homunculus. He was created with the aid ofmy blood, and I can
feel it returning to earth. The alchemist will not be pleased. You have done a very brave
and dangerous thing, human children."
"We aren't children" Cecily fumed and then added, "at least, I'm not."
"What's a homunculus?" Benedict asked.
"A magical construct. A soulless and speechless being formedfrom sorcery and clay. But
listen, children, you and your uncle are in terrible danger. He dabbled in alchemy and
tried to create the philosopher's stonefrom the carmot in my blood. Carmot is essentialfor
its creation, but thus far, he has failed to form the stone. In his frustration he offered his
soul to a demon in exchangefor knowledge. He used the very book you hold."
Percival had brought the Grimoire with him, forgetting to put it down in the
excitement, and now he scanned its pages, his finger moving along the lines with his
eyes. "Look at this page! Uncle Reuben has filled the margins with notes. It's all about
this demon called the Marquee Gamigin. He's supposed to teach men all the sciences."
"Honestly, you're both being ridiculous! There's no such thing!" Cecily put a hand
on her hip and made a face in her best imitation of Mother.
Much to her annoyance, Benedict ignored her and gasped with excitement, "That
must be why Uncle Reuben summoned him! He thought Gamigin could help him
with his alchemy!"
"Enough, Benedict! Can't you see Percival is just putting you on ?"
"You just saw Graham melt into mud and now you're looking at a dragon! Why
is it such a stretch to believe in a demon? For once Sessy, take me seriously. Just read
this—it's all right here." Percival shoved the open book towards her.
Cecily sniffed, "Well-bred ladies don't read for pleasure. It makes their eyes unat
tractively glassy."
Percival made something that was between a snarl of rage and an exasperated sigh
and threw up his hands.
Benedict tugged at his sleeve. "Well, how do we get rid of him?"
"You don't, my dears."
Cecily whipped around to face the opposite side of the pool where she could see
lab instruments piled in as messy a manner as the room upstairs was. Uncle Reuben
approached, an unconscious Henry in his arms. She could see that her uncle's eyes
were glittering a noticeable red.
"Henry!" shrieked Benedict, and before either of his siblings could grab him he
rushed headlong at his uncle. Uncle Reuben laughed, grabbed the boy with one hand,
and with unnatural strength lifted him by the collar. Smiling, he tossed the boy care-
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lessly into the fizzing pool. Cecily shrieked and Percival scrambled towards the pool as
Benedict disappeared from view under the yellow sheen.
Interval the Fifth—Completely Inappropriate Uses of Alchemy
Uncle Reuben turned and smiled at Cecily, absently petting the limp form of Henry
as he walked towards her. "Cats are already half spirit, you know. With the generous
donation of Henrys eyes, I'll be able to see into the other realm without all this extra
nonsense getting in the way." Her uncle kicked at a chalk diagram scrawled on the
floor that looked decidedly occult.
"Ah, my dear, don't cry! You have such lovely eyes! They are so like my sister's. Solve
et coagula, dear; separate and join together. I shall enjoy seeing those eyes in my next
homunculus."
As Uncle Reuben approached Cecily, Percival snarled and dove at his legs. For a
moment it looked as if the older man would lose his balance, but after a brief struggle
he kicked the boy in the head, sending him sprawling on the floor where he lay quietly.
"Such rash boys! I trust I won't have to deal with any such outbursts from a young
lady." Uncle Reuben gave a low mock bow and dragged Cecily by the wrist towards
the lab equipment. It was there that she watched him eat Henry's eyes.
The etiquette books advised that if you simply had to be sick, to do so out of the
sight of mixed company. Cecily took this advice to heart as she stumbled to the rim of
the stone pool and stared into the dragon blood, trying to stifle very unladylike gags.
Through the sulfuric fumes of the liquid Cecily fancied she saw her youngest brother's
face. He winked, gestured to their uncle, and then mouthed the words, "Bring him."
Cecily thought for a moment that she might collapse into a faint, and she tried very
hard to, but when she knew positively that she would be staying conscious she glared
at the pool and muttered, "Oh, all right, then." Cecily allowed herself to collapse to
her knees in mock pain as she jiggled free a chunk of erodingstone from the pool rim.
"You would murder your own blood, alchemist?"
Cecily noted with some annoyance that there was more disbelief than concern in
the dragon's tone. Assuming dragons had tones.
"Ignorant beast," Uncle Reuben snarled. "How dare you attempt to pass judgment
on the sacrifices science requires. Progress calls for martyrs!" Cecily had begun to
crawl away from the pool, still feigning sickness.
"Martyr your own flesh then, alchemist, not theflesh of children."
Uncle Reuben was positively spitting with rage as he approached the pool to better
threaten the chained dragon. "Beast, shall I burn out your eyes first so you don't have
to watch?"
Cecily maneuvered herself behind her uncle now and approached his back as
silently as possible while he continued to fume.
"—or perhaps I'll pull your claws out and use them for—" With all the force she
had used to beat Percival over the head with a tea tray the time he cut holes in all her
petticoats, she smashed the stone into the back of her uncle's head. Uncle Reuben
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grabbed his head and spun around, and it was here that Cecily did something very
unbefitting of a young lady—she punched her uncle in the nose.
"Sorry," she winced as she shook out bruised knuckles, "but not really."
Uncle Reuben tottered for a few seconds, a surprised look on his face as he pawed
at the blood flowing from his nose. Cecily gave an extra shove to his chest just to be
sure. Her mad uncle fell backwards into the pool with a splash Cecily found oddly
empowering. She wasn't sure if this was an appropriate feeling, so she attempted to
stifle it as much as possible.
Her alchemist uncle s reaction to the dragon blood was immediate. The yellow
liquid began to boil about Uncle Reuben and raise him into the air as he flailed madly,
saying such terrible things that Cecily covered her ears so she could pretend she hadn't
been listening. Benedict appeared from the boiling fluid, standing in the pool, looking
quite well. Despite being thrown into hissing dragons blood, he was even glowing
rather slightly. Cecily sighed at the dramatics.
"You were right to think that the carmot in my blood was necessary for creating the
philosopher's stone, alchemist, but you were mistaken as to what the stone actually is. If
you had not been so blinded by your pursuit ofvulgar, physical gold, you would have real
ized that the true purpose of the stone and ofthe ancient study ofalchemy itselfis to make
imperfect man perfect again. When you threw the innocent boy into my blood, he became
the living philosopher stone" Uncle Reuben shrieked and snarled at the dragon's words.
"Now child, extract the demon from your uncle!'
Benedict, looking irritatingly serene, took his struggling uncle's hands in his and
closed his eyes in concentration. After a moment he opened them again and frowned,
looking at the dragon questioningly. "I can't get him out. Why can't I?"
Uncle Reuben laughed as he continued to struggle against the dragon blood and
Benedict's grip. "None of you can take him from me! Even if the boy is the philoso
pher's stone!"
"He's right!" Cecily spun to see Percival approach—rubbing his head and carrying
the Grimoire with him. "It says in here the demon can't be dismissed until the summoner wishes it."
"Alchemist, it is time to let yourfoolish greed go. Release the demon and return to
yourself
"Never!"
"So be it."
Uncle Reuben, alternately spitting and laughing hysterically, continued to rise
until he was level with the dragon's watery eyes. Then—in a swift and peculiarly clean
movement Cecily knew she would have to pretend later that she didn't remember—
the dragon ate her uncle.
"Wicked," Percival breathed next to her.
The dragon gave a draconic sort of laugh and Benedict stroked its head lovingly, his
glowing touch immediately healing the wound in the dragon's side. "I think I'll call
him Henry."
As Cecily watched her brothers whooping and celebrating as the dragon spouted
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happy black smoke from its nostrils, she realized with dismay that her chances of
growing up to be a proper young lady were looking very slim indeed.
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author's note: I'm drawn primarily to writing fiction for young adults, as it was during that time
in my life when I was most inspired by what I was reading. I also feel that young adult fiction is
able to find the balance between dealing with possibly difficult or controversial subject matter
and writing for a mind that is still open and wondering enough to enjoy the more fantastical
elements of the piece. Alchemy has always been a pet love of mine, and I was excited to write
something with a basis in actual alchemical practices—with a dragon thrown in, of course. Solve
et Coagula.
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adrienne chaudoin
Boats at Ross Castle

artist's note: This photograph was taken in Killarney, Ireland, near Ross Castle.
(digital photograph; Sony Cyber-shot camera)
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nate antiel
Flyfishing
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The line whips through the air
And the lure hops across
The river rushing along, unmindful of
The plipping and plopping.
With ease the line slaps the lure down.
First slack, for merely a moment.
At most. Mostly
One fluid flash. First here. And then gone.
He strikes with rage, the line fast becomes taut,
So flying he flees and begins the hunt.
Though my body and arms most quickly respond
My mind wanders away, and suddenly wakes
To a walk through downtown, where broken beasts beg
But cold blooded all look just beyond,
So the child in school asks that one silly question,
Soon turns a loud red with the smallest reflection,
And the first kiss which warms like
Port wine after dinner,
And the nun, most ashamed
Admits she's a sinner,
And desperate for life all run with such speed
But avoid the true life all desperately need,
And the boy wakes in cowardice with no time to spare
So he rushes to class and seated, he opens his notebook to write
But his arm, though moving, is mindless in spite.
And no one notices and no one bothers.
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author's note: This poem attempts to take a visual from flyfishing, the lure smoothly flying for
wards and backwards, and transform that into verse as specific and poignant images are aroused
but then quickly fade as numerous other images are brought to the forefront.
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nick rodemann
Brother
Love is an excuse for its own faults.
—Italian proverb
Saint-celled son, why dead and calmed?
Your derelict Latin maladies the tongue;
Provencal divisions appeased, oh Brother,
Dust off that Bible! Or risk ye another!
Raise high the flash-and-flicker point,
Whose red-head reflects yet scarcely anoints;
Lead ye The Brethren, lost deep in stone,
As the Chapel itself: overgrown, alone!
Maunder the musk 'low a Dragon-nox taint,
As wick-bred sylphs crowd your lungs in feint;
The twin-size stall appears past the mist,
With sulfurous and shrill Diavolo's kiss
Insular booth, wherein suffers passion,
Soak ye your soul with drugged confession;
Selling your grief to the man past the mesh,
Who coerces coos and smells sweet of flesh
And as o'er your ears slumps the tri-point crown,
Brother, there is no silence in your scowl;
Nor the Prior's clamoring windows,
Nor your sing-song "Questo e rotto"
You dirge so; methodic, melodic, deranged,
Aurora arrives to find bedsheets unchanged;
A paradox swollen from Dio's own chest,
Of Purity gained, as such Purity left
Rise then, Brother, from that self-sanctuary!
Past sacrament dry and pew seats despairing;
Disrupt ye each candles clear-whitened complexion,
Softly yet firm, as to coax out redemption

A monast'ry built on such faith cannot last!
Five pews lighten up with a rash of a match;
A candle alit per every man shamed,
And written with wax: "Love Shall Not Be Tamed."
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author's note: It's a little embarrassing to admit that this piece actually originated with an Ital
ian phrase-a-day calendar. I just happened to see "Questo e rotto" (translation: "This is broken")
on a co-worker's calendar, and it immediately brought to my mind these monastic scenes of
melancholy and regret—scenes where love should prevail, but, much like the world today, the
fundamentals are broken. Love becomes pushed aside to make room for duty and ritual. And as
Europe currendy seems to be one of the most spiritually-dead parts of the world, where else is
there such an opportunity for redemption? We have an obligation as Christians to understand
how our love and passion can become stale and to never let it become tamed.
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Catherine barnett

Eucharist
lips touching the cold rim of a silver chalice
spicy scent of tradition and holiness
it burns and yet is sweet
not sugary like grape juice
bitterness is in it too
it is death
and life
it is fear
and hope
The blood of Christ.
murmur amen
the thrill of
remembering across
centuries of confessions beyond time
a sacrament eternally true awful sublime

Catherine barnett
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kristie suydam
Madagascar

artist's note: This vase was completely hand-built. Its teal color is a crackle glaze, which helps to
create tension with the more geometric black neck, which is burnished. The shape of the bottom
teal section was premeditated, but the shape of the top kind of just happened.
(clay vase)
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sarah albinson
Spirit and Soul

(watercolor and pen drawing on paper)
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ellen mcconnell
Transmuted
What's going on?!
Julie waved frantically to get Mrs. Toll's attention from across the aisle, but her two
friends were smothering her against the window in a struggle to talk over one another.
Oblivious to her distress, Mrs. Toll continued exhuming the contents of her brown
carpetbag onto the bus seat. Julie squealed impatiently, waving higher and faster as
she glanced over at her classmates again. Freckled Maddy was telling the exciting
story of how she had found a cat with rainbow fur under her porch and how she fed
it strawberries and cream, how the cat thanked her and showed her its kittens, how
the kittens glowed when she pet them, and how Maddy s mother took them all on a
wagon ride to get ice cream. Meanwhile, Nick was boasting loudly that he had been
pouring a bowl of cereal that morning when out of the box fell a live polar bear that
scooped Nick onto its back and galloped to the moon, and he had a moon rock made
of lightning in his pocket to prove it.
That's what Julie thought they were saying, anyway. Their mouths were moving too
fast for her to read, and by the time her translator had dug up her rat-eared glasses and
returned everything else to her bag, Nick and Maddy had quieted and their stories had
dissolved into the air.
Julie pounded the seat and slouched back in frustration, but only for the first time
that day. This morning had been unusually enjoyable. After pulling a green jumper
over Julie's head, her mother had pointed at the big Z-O-O written on the calendar.
Julie shrieked and fairly flew down the stairs toward the front door. Her father had to
scoop her up and tickle her ferociously before he could persuade her to sit and eat her
cereal.
A grin edged acrossJulie's face as she remembered this. Rebounding from her disap
pointment, she waved again at Mrs. Toll, who could now see her clearly.Julie pointed
at her friends and formed a question with her hands. Mrs. Toll watched her move
ments carefully, and then translated it for her friends.
"Haveyou been to the zoo before?"Julie watched her mouth it. Maddy and Nick
turned and nodded excitedly. Julie kept one eye on Mrs. Toll's hands as the two burst
into speech:
"—Bunnies and ducks. Mommy and I fed them once!" Maddy s eyes shone with
anticipation.
"And monkeys, too! I saw them with my brother. They go like this—" Nick hopped
up on the seat, tilted his head and scratched his armpits.Julie giggled, then waved to
get their attention again. Her expression became grave with the importance of her
question, and she crossed her hands and flapped them toward her face.
"Butterflies?" she breathed.
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"Oh, yes yesyes!" she watched them say, and their arms flew up to illustrate the great
clouds of color that awaited her.Julie clapped and twittered with excitement, her
marble-chip teeth gleaming in two neat rows.
The bus lurched to a stop and they all turned to face the front. Julie followed Nicks
gaze to where their teacher, Mrs. Hellickson, stood clapping to get everyone's atten
tion. Besides her familiar denim vest and plaid skirt,Julie noticed she was wearing a
purple-sequined flower in her long, grizzled hair.
"—We're here now," Mrs. Toll translated. "Remember, make sure you hang on to
our safety rope. If you have to use the bathroom, let Mrs. Toll or me know and we'll
make a pit-stop, okay?"
The doors hissed open and the children bumbled off the bus. Mrs. Toll stood to one
side, yanking arm-lengths of rainbow rope from her swollen sack. The rope's beautiful
yellow tail swayed just like a Siamese cat's. As Julie made a grab at it, Mrs. Hellickson
snatched her wrist.Julie's nut-brown hair whipped around her face as she turned two
dark eyes toward her teacher. Unfazed by the intense glare, Mrs. Hellickson wrapped
Julie's hand around the leading end of the rope instead of the tail and motioned for
her to stay put. Julie stuck out her lip but stood in place, stroking the crunchy blue
hemp with her thumb.
Mrs. Toll waddled over, leading Maddy and Nick to sections of rope behind her
that were purple like the sky at night and red like Daddy's favorite hot salsa. Mrs. Toll
was signing to Julie:
"You need to stay up here so that you can see me, dear. It's frustrating for everyone
when we can't communicate, right?" She squeezedJulie's shoulder and hustled off to
corral the rest of the children.
Looking around, Julie quickly noticed one good thing about standing at the front
of the line: she could already see through the zoo's iron gates entwined with pinkbelled ivy. Within the red brick walls she could make out dashes of neon colors un
derneath a deep green canopy. She bounced absently on her toes, wiggling her fingers
happily.
As Mrs. Hellickson took hold of the rope and started forward, the spots of color
became visitors' patterned T-shirts, ice cream cones, and bright signs with arrows. The
canopy separated into droopy willows, tall pines, palms, and giant ferns. She soaked in
the shade and the color.
Mrs. Toll's flowing gestures stirred Julie's gaze. She looked up from the petunias
that lined the path.
"The petting zoo is our first stop. You can let go of the rope, but don't go far."
The group shuffled through a gate and scattered with shrieks. There was fur over
here, scales over there, and hooves over by the corner. Maddy and Julie dashed straight
for the rabbits, both preferring the ones with black and white spots because they
looked like cows that a fairy had changed into bunnies. One was using his foot to
scratch his head. When Maddy picked up one black-buckled foot to try it, she nearly
toppled over in the dirt.
"Ha ha ha!" Julie was making noise she couldn't hear when a little enchanted cow
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hopped within arms length. Delighted, she reached out to pet it.
A warm wave washed up her arm and buffeted her mouth into a smile of deep
satisfaction. The bunny's stuttering heartbeat felt like Daddy blowing raspberries into
her palm. She stroked him again and twiddled his ear and nudged his feet and stared
lovingly into his golden eyes. Impulsively, she threw out both hands and drew him to
her face, rubbing her ears in the long fur.
Oh! It tickled more than she had thought and brought on a fit of laughter. The
bunny's eyes bulged out—what a funny little cow!Julie laughed harder and began rub
bing her whole face against the bunny, unaware that it was squeaking anxiously.
She was suddenly torn from her warm sanctuary by a calloused hand. Looking up in
alarm, Julie found herself facing a blond lady with boots and a nametag. Her leathery
lips were speaking but her hands were still. Panicked, Julie strained every sense to
understand her, but the stranger's eyebrows dropped lower and lower. Maddy tried to
help, but Julie's face was growing red and the woman's mouth grew wider and wider.
Julie covered her eyes and screamed.
Mrs. Toll came puffing over, kneeling and scoopingJulie against her black satin
shoulder. Safe in the darkness, Julie took shallow, shuddering breaths, concentrating
on the gende vibrations running through Mrs. Toll's ribs. The cool fabric against her
eyes soaked up her humiliated tears, but her chest still burned with anger and shame.
How she wanted to explain herself! The stranger's confusion was a deep but frequent
injury. Sometimes Daddy got that bewildered look in his eyes, too.
When Mrs. Toll's chest was still, Julie knew that the confrontation was over. She
sighed and stepped away from the messy shoulder, eyes fluttering in the sunlight.
Three concerned faces stared at her—red hair, blond hair and brown hair. The first
gendy grasped her hands while the last signed:
"You can't squeeze the bunnies too hard, dear. It's not good for you or them. The
lady says she's sorry she yelled, okay?" Julie stared at the ground. Mrs. Toll continued
tiredly, "Do you want to tell her you're sorry for squeezing the bunnies ?"
Julie slowly let go of Maddy s hands, her face souring as she faced her leather-lipped
foe. With all the contempt she could muster she rubbed her fist against her tummy
and mouthed, "Sorry"
"Why don't we go visit Nick over by the reptiles ?" Mrs. Toll led her over to her
friend, who was by this time covered in delightfully sharp, snaky smells. She stroked
the yellow-green lizard on his shoulder with one finger. The lizard wasn't fluffy, but its
back was bright and smooth. And it didn't have long ears, and it kept its mouth closed.
She sighed.
Three tiled turtles and a bearded iguana later, the two tall ladies began prodding
children back toward the rope. Mrs. Toll let Julie stand behind Maddy this time, so
Julie got to hold one of the golden stripes—gold like macaroni and Mommy's earrings
and vanilla candles. With such a lovely thing in hand, she simply had to hop. She
crouched and uncoiled as fast and as far as she could, stomping as she landed. Up and
down she jerked the rope, until Maddy looked back with a peeved expression. Julie
laughed and promptly switched to a parade march.
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A big fish swooped over the path with an arrow in his mouth and purple letters
on his back. Julie stopped marching and looked to Mrs. Toll with dread. Waving two
hands in the shape of a box, Mrs. Toll translated for the big neon fish: "Aquarium"
Julie moaned as the rope dragged her heavy steps forward.
The children ate their morning snack on the benches across from the great glass
tank while huge wet beasts drifted back and forth.Julie stared uncomfortably at her
crackers and juice. All that water was filled with heavy tremors; she was sure they
would shatter the glass and drown her in a whirlpool of noise so that no one could
hear her, and she would be sucked into a dark, dark place with sharks and bones and
seaweed casserole. Looking across at a wriggling manta ray, her frown deepened and
she turned to sit the other way.
Nick scooted next to her on the bench.Julie hadn't said anything since apologiz
ing to the woman with leather lips. They ate quietly, and then Nick looked up with a
funny look on his face, pointing at the lion cracker in his hand. Julie smiled; she loved
playing this game. First, Julie bared her teeth as fiercely as she could. Then she raked
her fingers above her head as though combing a long mane.
"Rahhr!" she added, and Nick smiled. Then he tried to do as she had done. Julie
shook her head and reached out to curl his fingers a little more. She nodded in satis
faction. Now it was Nicks turn to teach.
"LYE-uhn," he pronounced grandly. Julie watched carefully, etching each syllable
into her memory. She concentrated and took a deep breath:
"TIE-yuh?" she exhaled loudly, and Nick squirted orange juice out ofhis nose. Julie
began to pout, but broke into a grin as Nick sputtered and coughed and hiccupped.
He pointed to a rhinoceros next. Julie adjusted his fingers and showed him the sign.
She waited for him to mouth the name, but Nick shrugged and shook his head. Julie
laughed at his sheepishness and ate the cracker. She saw Mrs. Toll watching them out
of the corner of her eye, smiling.Julie giggled, crossed her eyes, stuck out her tongue
and waved until her translator walked over. Bending down, Mrs. Toll repeated a sign
Julie had made earlier: she crossed her hands and flapped them, mouthing, "Butterflies
next."
A school of clownfish fled from sight as Julie's shriek echoed through the glass. She
sprang up and jumped in place, hair bouncing and face glowing. The class stared and
murmured excitedly, and Mrs. Hellickson tried to quiet them by telling them about
the butterflies. Instead, crackers were crunched underfoot as children jostled for posi
tions next to the rope.
Julie squirmed with anticipation. Time ticked by differently and the colors were
louder than before. Honeysuckle climbed high, the air was fresh, and little rainbows
hung on each dewdrop. She knew Nick and Maddy were probably chattering behind
her about volcanoes and finger paint, but she didn't care. She skipped down the path
as though she had found paradise.
Lost in imagination, Julie didn't notice the rope go slack as Mrs. Hellickson came
to a stop. Bumping into her itchy skirt, Julie blinked and noticed the frowns on
everyone's faces. Julie was relieved when she saw she was not the source of irritation,
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but following their eyes, she took in for the first time the gate and the padlock and the
sign that said C-L-O-S-E-D.
Her heart dissolved like powdery scales on butterfly wings. Through a rim of tears
she watched Mrs. Toll sign, "Closedfrom September to April" and the fluttering, rain
bow swarms that filled her head changed into flurries of blank, silent snow.
Mrs. Toll folded the trembling girl into her arms. Julie burst into wrenching sobs
but made no sound. No one could hear her distress. Her silent world was flooded.
The other children watched the scene with interest. Some were still disappointed
about the butterflies, but most were looking at the peacocks nearby. Maddy and Nick
stood by the fence. They watched Mrs. Hellickson walk over and speak lowly to Mrs.
Toll. She nodded her understanding, and Mrs. Hellickson began recalling her class.
Mrs. Toll relaxed her embrace and bent to look into Julie's red, wet face. She mo
tioned for Maddy and Nick to stay while Mrs. Hellickson continued on with the rest
of the children.
"The four of us are going to take a break together, okay dear?" she signed with ten
der expression. "We'll go sit by the birds and catch up with the others later.
The bench across from the birds was knobby and worn.Julie climbed up and
slumped against it, staring flatly at the birds in their cages. The tears that stuck in her
lashes blurred the colors together. Beside her Nick and Maddy were swinging their
legs and talking softly. When she caught a glimpse of Nick making a funny face, her
curiosity got the best of her and she tapped on his shoulder with eyebrows raised
inquisitively. Nick pointed at a bird with a white, tufted head and a beak like a kernel
of corn. The kernel split and the bird's throat throbbed as it warbled out a sweet song
like leaves drifting to the ground. At least, Nick seemed to like it, and it looked like he
was trying to imitate the bird. Her curiosity burned and she got Mrs. Toll to beg him,
"Show me!"
Nick wrinkled his nose in confusion, but Maddy perked up and leaned over to
speak in his ear. Nick nodded thoughtfully. He turned to face Julie, opened his mouth
and raised one finger like a conductor. Then he sang and wagged his finger up and
down to show high twitters and low tones.Julie drew in every detail of his expression
and movement, straining to listen as she had with the blond stranger. He repeated the
performance once more, then shrugged resignedly.
Julie was not satisfied. She looked around at the birds throat and the stains on Mrs.
Toll's shoulder. She thought back to the bunny's heart beating against her ears and the
great pounding waves at the aquarium.
And then the solution burst into her mind.
She reached out and timidly laid her hand on Nicks chest. Maddy giggled and Nick
started back, but both stopped when they met Julie s intent stare.
"Again, please," she rasped.
Nick glanced red-faced at Mrs. Toll and raised his finger again. His song reverber
ated in his chest and buzzed up through her arm. Julie could feel the faint high peeps
like plinking raindrops on her skin. The coos tickled like Daddy s fingers on her ribs,
and the hoots felt like Mommy stroking her hair as she nodded off to sleep. The bird's
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song was made of many shades of gold and warm fur and fruit juice, and it made Julie
laugh for joy.
She ran to a drinking fountain and put her hands under the flow. The water
sounded like a kite swooping and tugging at its string. She picked up a pale leaf and
crunched it between her palms. It sounded like sparks blowing from a campfire. Dizzy
with elation, Julie was reaching down to listen to a cricket when Mrs. Toll caught up
with her. She gently took her wrist and patted her hand, beaming down at her.
"So, are we ready to go on now?" she signed.
Julie didn't move to answer but looked up at the little white bird. Then she turned
from the cage and skipped after her classmates as fast as she could.
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author's note: Julie and I have the same goal in this piece—to connect with people. I really
enjoyed writing about such an energetic, spunky, and imaginative little girl and learning to see
from her perspective.
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lauren sparks
Silence is steel wool
Silence is steel wool scraping against the crusted pot.
When the metal shards pierce your ears,
You stop.
You've scrubbed the Teflon down.
As I enter the ashy-faced room, I am Silence,
and Silence is all that is heard.
But, out of the corner of my eye,
I find that it is there.
That reclusive, taciturn piece of plastic—
that barbed wire bulleting braggart of a prison
—I take it.
Grey shapes they are as they pass,
and my eye—my eye, it catches them as well,
a counterfeit smile their only currency
to the soul.
But when the music swells, cotton is King.
And my name is silence no more.
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author's note: "Silence is steel wool" was originally written in a hurry the day of a poetry night
at my high school, when I felt like the piece I had planned to read was not good enough. It is
inspired by my band class, and I rather liked it, so I developed it to its current form.

lauren sparks

andrew marston
No One Was Upstairs Either

artist's note: Recently I've focused my photography on abandoned places. The issue of human
ity s struggle to carve industry out of nature is of particular interest to me. For more on this
topic read Percy Bysshe Shelley's sonnet "Ozymandias." Also, I just enjoy discovering places no
one else has been for awhile.
(digital photograph)

andrew marston

andrew neel
The Landlord
The door creaked as Alex closed it behind him. The door, like most things in the
42nd Street apartment building, was old and in desperate need of repair. There were
scratches all over the wood and the handle was held on with copious amounts of duct
tape.
Alex walked quickly down the stairs and onto the street, embracing the brisk wind
of a March morning in New York as he walked toward the bus stop. As he approached
a bench to sit down, he noticed several other tenants from his apartment building
were already engaged in conversation.
"I'm telling you, that's what I heard," a middle-aged man Alex thought was named
Murray said.
"Really? A new landlord?" the cute, twenty-somethinggirl replied.
"Yep. He's holding a meeting tonight to introduce himself to us."
Alex interjected himself in the conversation:
"Is he going to fix the building?"
"I'm not sure," Murray said. "But I heard a rumor that he's loaded."
"Wow. That'd be great—he could really turn our building around," the girl added.
"I guess we'll find out tonight."
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Alex was running late. He looked down at his watch as he sprinted along the
sidewalk. 7:05? Dang it, I'm going to miss meeting the new landlord. Five minutes later
and he was panting as he approached the door to his apartment building. Instead of
going up the stairs towards his room, he followed a hallway back to the only confer
ence room in the building—it was a small, cramped space with a couch, a table, and a
broken vending machine.
Alex could hear the landlord before he saw him. He spoke with a strong yet pleasant
voice, one that simultaneously demanded respect and emanated compassion. Alex
turned the corner around the hallway and stopped short when he saw the doorway
to the conference room. It was full—beyond full. People were congregated by the
doorway and standing packed together inside the room listening intently to the man
standing in the center of the crowd.
The landlord was talking about himself and how he had come to their building—
apparently, he had applied for the position, and the previous landlord was more than
happy to retire. After he told the crowd about what had brought him there, the land
lord paused for few seconds and then addressed his audience:
"Okay, let's be honest. This building is a wreck. It's falling to pieces. It's livable, but
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it's certainly not comfortable." Hie crowd murmured in agreement. "That's what I
thought. Now, technically speaking, I'm not required to improve the quality of the
apartment—my job is to maintain it. I'm going to make all of you a deal, though."
"Let's hear it," one voice from the crowd said.
"Alright. Here it is. I'm going to make this apartment something to be proud of...
I m going to clean it, paint it, and remodel it. It's going to become an apartment build
ing you won't be ashamed to bring your friends to. And it's not going to cost any of
you a thing." The crowd erupted with a mixture of elation and skepticism. Cheers and
cynical laughs filled the room until the landlord quieted everyone down.
"And how are you going to do that?" someone said.
'I'm glad you asked," the landlord replied. "Here's the deal. I have a son who's in the
army. He's overseas for eight more months, but then he's coming home. He's engaged,
and he's getting married as soon as he returns home."
"Congratulations," one person said. "What does this have to do with us ?" The land
lord looked at the inquirer and paused for a minute, then resumed his explanation.
"I want my son to have a good wedding. Neither he nor his fiance have many
friends. I want there to be people there to celebrate with him and his bride, to make it
an occasion worth remembering. I want all of you to come to the wedding."
"What?" the crowd asked in unison.
"The wedding... I want you to come," the landlord responded. The crowd looked at
him with blank stares. "It's fairly simple. I'll make the apartment better. You come to
my son's wedding in eight months."
"What if we can't come?" Alex asked from the door.
"That's why I'm letting you know so far in advance," the landlord said. "If you know
that you can't be there, just let me know and I'll leave your room as it is. If you don't
already have plans, though, you can mark something down on your calendars eight
months from now and you'll get a remodeled apartment." The landlord surveyed the
room to see if people had understood him. Pleased with what he saw, he quickly dis
banded the meeting, ending by saying, "Thank you all for coming. Please let me know
if you need anything. I'll get started remodeling first thing in the morning."

Alex jumped when he heard his alarm. He sat up in bed, disoriented. A few seconds
later he regained his bearings and turned off the alarm on his bed stand. He surveyed
his room. Even though his room had been this way for at least six months, it still as
tounded him how different it looked—spotless wood floors, shimmering light fixtures
and new curtains—in stark contrast to the squalor it had been for years.
The landlord had kept his promise, alright. The rest of the building was just as
improved as Alex's room, if not better. The reaction to the landlord had been mixed
at first because of his unusual request, but as soon as he began improving the apart
ment, people warmed up to him. He started with the doors—replacing them where
necessary and giving them all new door handles. Before long he had fixed all the
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broken washers and had even added a few new dryers in the laundry room. After only
two months, the landlord and his crew had refurbished nearly every apartment in the
building. Alex, like every other tenant, enjoyed these improvements immensely. They
threw parties constantly and invited friends over to visit them at their apartment for
the first time in years. All this because ofone man, Alex thought as he got out of bed.
The tenants began to get to know their landlord as he worked around them. Alex
had heard differing reports about the personality of the man, but one thing was cer
tain: he loved talking about his son. He would talk about his son for hours, detailing
his childhood, describing how he had met his fiance and chronicling what he knew of
his son's adventures in boot camp and overseas. Whenever the landlord would get a
phone call or a letter from his son, it wasn't long before all the tenants in the building
had heard about the landlord's correspondence with "the boy," as the landlord liked to
call him.
After finishing his breakfast, Alex was preparing to leave for work when he heard a
knock at his door. Surprised, he went to see who would visit him so early in the morn
ing.
"Hi, Alex!" the landlord said eagerly as he stood in the doorway.
"Hi..."
"Sorry to come so early, but I knew you were leaving for work and I wanted to catch
you before you left."
"That's fine. What's up?"
"Only five more days..."
"Five days til what?" Alex asked.
"Til what? Til the wedding, of course."
"Oh, right, right. So, that means your son..."
"Yep, the boy's coming home Saturday morning, and he'll get married Saturday
afternoon. I told him it was too much to pack into one day, but he said he's been wait
ing for his wedding too long already and he didn't want to wait another day. I guess
he's right."
"Yep."
"So, are you coming alone or did you have a date ?"
"What?"
"Do you want to bring a date to the wedding?"
"Oh, right. The wedding. Umm... I'm not sure if I'll be able to make it. I have to
work."
"It's on Saturday."
"Yeah... exactly. I have to work with my mom in Buffalo... she needs me to help her
with her estate planning."
"Are you sure you can't make it? I told you a long time ago so you could plan..."
"Yeah, I know, and I appreciate that, but I couldn't get out of this... I've been
putting off helping her for months now, and she won't let me forget it if I ditch her
again."
"Oh, I see."
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"You understand."
"Yes, yes I do."
"Thanks, man. Thanks for all your great work here. The building looks great."
"You're welcome..." the landlord said as he turned to leave. "If for some reason your
plans change, we'll be at the..."
"Sorry, I just won't be able to make it. Have a great time, though. And congratula
tions." Alex closed the door as his landlord walked away down the stairs.

His key didn't work. Alex had been standing in the rain outside his building for
about five minutes, struggling with his key. It was late Sunday night. He began bang
ing on the door when he noticed a pile of boxes covered by a tarp next to the door.
There was a laminated note taped to the top. It read:
"Alex, here are your things. I've included some cash to repay you for the rent you
had already paid for the remainder of the month. Unfortunately, I've located a new
tenant willing to pay significantly more rent for the apartment and have made the
decision to evict you. I apologize for the unconventional nature of your removal, but
I trust you'll be able to find another place to stay. I'm sorry our arrangement couldn't
work out longer. Enjoy the picture."
Alex took a step back. He noticed a line of dozens of boxes along the wall, all with
notes taped to the top.
Taped to the back of his note was a picture from the wedding which had occurred
the day before. There stood the landlord, proudly embracing his son and daughterin-law, and behind him stood a handful of tenants from the 42nd Street apartment
building. A note on the back read: "Me and the boy at the wedding celebration. Many
were invited, but few were chosen."

author s note: I was challenged to write a modern-day parable by Dr. Dale Keller, a Commu
nication Studies professor at Taylor. I don't know whether or not I succeeded—and I would
suggest I didn't—but I now know a little about how difficult it is to compose a parable, and, as
a result, I have increased my respect for the artistic undertaking Jesus undertook in his earthly
ministry. Mostly, though, I'm just glad I lucked out and found an obscure apocryphal passage I
borrowed heavily from where there is a story about a landlord and a tenant named Alex.
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anne le gall

Joy

artist s note: I was captured by this old man! His kind and playful look reminded me of my
grandfather, Alvaro Goenaga (if you knew Alvaro, that reason alone would be enough to be
drawn to my elderly subject). Even more, I find it beautiful and refreshing to see an old man still
finding joy in life. What is his story? Why do his eyes glint knowingly? Maybe I'll get to ask him
someday.
(colored pencil on paper; 8 Zi x 11 in.)
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kevin crosby
Curiosity Killed the Condor

artist's note: While hiking in the Grand Canyon with friends on spring break, we came across
several large birds, so I, of course, crawled right up to them and took several photos from about
fifteen feet away. It wasn't until we exited the canyon that we learned that it is a federal offense to
approach condors, whose curiosity contributed to their near extinction. Oops.
(digital photograph; Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ5 camera)
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jenna mccullough
To You, From the Shrew
You may mean to outwit me—
Though I am no nit,
No doltish cod—fish nor piece!
Allow me to whet your whip
For my sortie-tongue cuts like a scythe
My harrying can be harrowing,
A whirlwind of no whit whey—
It's high time to wend my own way,
And were I to close-whittle your artillery
May you cry like a crocked cock—
For yours will no more have stock.
I am no muse—but a siren,
A wild symphony of 'no'—
And if you wish to procure me,
Well, say, your clockwork
runs
slow.
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jenna mccullough

kevin jones
Ageless Woman

artist's note: I took this photo in the entryway of Ingapirca, Ecuador. I was studying Spanish in
the city of Cuenca for a month. My culture professor told us that it is not uncommon for people
out in the mountains to live up to 120 years of age. I can't help but wonder if the many years of
good physical labor, clean air, and fresh mountain springs contribute to that. I wanted a single
photo that would capture the look of the indigenous people of the Highlands; when I saw this
woman, I knew her character and the almost visible wisdom about her would come as close to
that as I might hope. Many of the native peoples of Ecuador seemed to have terrible hardships in
their life—but one thing I noticed was that they were happy.
(digital photograph; Canon Powershot S3 IS camera)
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nate antiel
Old Form

5
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So old, decrepit and obtuse
It's hardly ever put to use.
An image once expressed with wit
But "Ah! No more, to hell with it."
The meter simple, could inspire;
Three centuries later forced retire
In vanity, now some do write
But called cliche. Hackneyed. And trite.
Heroic Couplet! But alas,
Has fallen back into the past.
What oft was thought, so well expressed!
What oft was thought? All were impressed.
High subject matter now we find
So rare, but still among mankind.
We prefer filth and consume trash
To substitute would thus be rash.
Forget insightful or sublime
Why would a reader waste her time ?
Instead we talk of mundane things
Of this our shallow hearts do sing.

.
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author s note; This is a tribute, or perhaps a lament, to the archaic Heroic Couplet form. It
contrasts the "elevated" form of the past with the freedom espoused in contemporary poetry.

nate antiel

brandon fitzsimmons

2826
Our failures are like sponges.
That
Over time immemorial
collect and saturate
And swell like the sound
of a gong in a tomb
And scald the soul red
encrusted with scabs
And bleed once the scabs
now loosened, explode
And weigh like a pillow
of stone on the mind
And cloud life's dear visions
eclipsing our hopes
And drown out their summons
to Highs and Beyonds.
Until the day that we squeeze
and the fleshy foam cells
Now bloated with shames
and stale from our blames
release
And like the rarest of sunshowers
every loss that we've known
comes cascading down
leaving us with
nothing but
gratitude

brandon fitzsimmons

megan villaire
Death at Sea
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artist's note: I spent spring break in 2008 at Cocoa Beach, FL. During our stay, it seemed that
we discovered something new on the beach daily. One of those days we stumbled upon this dead
sea turtle washed up on the beach. It was an interesting sight, seeing a creature I had never seen
in person before, dead and being pushed further and further into the sand. While sad, I found
the scene quite beautiful, especially the barnacles upon his back.
(digital photograph)

megan villaire

marc belcastro
If I were present at your birth
I would descend as an incubus
into the delivery room
and hug the walls
orbiting machines
floating over wires
I would weave around
the masked bodies in blue linen
passing unseen underneath
crisp white fluorescent lights
until I found an abdomen
burdened with you

.
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I would find the ears
of each doctor and nurse
open my mouth
wide around them
insert my tongue
deep into them
much like the misfortune
which put you where you are
I would ejaculate
through each ear
into each mind
a suggestion
a thought
a word
parasite
until the mental echoes
became one euphonious utterance
a communal oration
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I would then withdraw myself
from each body
and would
before rising in the air to leave
watch the doctors abort you

marc belcastro

morgan hunt
Snow

(digital photograph)

morgan hunt

valerie prescott
Frozen, Silent Heaven
The chain round my neck goes only so far
I feel its weight as I stare at the sky
What I wouldn't give to be a placid star
Cold, distant, watching time slip by
Oh frozen, silent heaven, hear!
See me bound to earth, to life
Strain your eyes, incline your ear
Cut the silver thread of strife
That winds around my heart
And holds me here against my will
If my soul and flesh could part
I'd rise, weightless, pale, and still
Oh wide, unbounded firmament
Vast, untouchable vault of sky
You would not aid my frail ascent
Unmoved by sorrow, tear, or cry
I gaze at you, celestial sphere,
With longing and a desperate yearning
But you gaze down on me, I fear,
Indifferent, stars still bleakly burning

brian steinke
Sunday Dawn
Can you hear the heart beneath thefloorboards? It beats on for years after the deed. What
an odd thought. He should've cremated it or buried it in a chest on Treasure Island.
"How long does the heart beat on after death?"
"Not at all. Isn't that what death means ?" James answered.

What if he'd eaten it?Would it have kept beating in the pit of his stomach?Would a
doctor have heard two heart beats?
"I guess that makes sense."
"Why the sudden interest?" James asked.
"Do you think we have to deal with our mistakes for the rest of our lives?"
James leaned back on the barstool, unconsciously stroking his five o'clock shadow.
He glanced back, a sense of curiosity clear upon his face.

No one else heard the heart, did they?
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"Are you Catholic, Lucas? I don't think I'm ordained to provide confession, espe
cially not here," James smiled, waving his left hand as if to emphasize their location.
"I have a headache."
James arched an eyebrow. He knew Lucas too well to be put off by this sudden
topic change.
"You're always so philosophical when you drink," James sighed, waving the bar
tender over for another drink himself.
"How long does the brain live after the heart stops?"
"Lucas, I'm a computer technician. I haven't had anything biology-related in nearly
a decade," James smirked as he shrugged, as if to show how ridiculous Lucas was being.

If no one else heard it, was it really beating?
"I guess it would die soon as well."
James spun around to look Lucas directly in the eye.
"What the hell is with you tonight?" James demanded.
James studied his friend intently. Something had come over Lucas in these last five
minutes. This night was meant to be for catching the latest sports statistics and laugh
ing at how poorly their teams were doing. They'd been sitting at the bar discussing
their fantasy league teams when Lucas had first mentioned this death thing.

Would it still beat even if no one heard it?
James watched as Lucas put his head down on the bar.
"Hey, sleep somewhere else," the bartender said briskly as she hurried to deliver
another drink at the end of the bar.

Thump, thump.
"I'm just tired is all."
"You wanna go back to my apartment and lie down or something? Nicolas is in
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New York City this week," James offered.
James took his friend s silence as passive agreement. After paying the bartender for
the drink he now wasn't going to enjoy, he gently slipped his arm under Lucas's arm
and got him to his feet. James could feel Lucas's body go fairly loose. He wasn't drunk,
that was for sure, because Lucas had always been something of a mean drunk, almost
violently resisting James s help last time they'd been out together.
"Sounds good."
"I'm glad you think so," James replied automatically.

His own heart was beating as well.
James half-carried and half-dragged Lucas out to his car. He fumbled with his keys
in his pocket, trying his best to avoid dropping Lucas to the ground. Eventually, he
had to compromise by setting Lucas down just long enough for him to unlock the pas
senger side door and then help Lucas inside.
"Can you hear it?"
"Hear what ?" James asked as he made sure Lucas was buckled in.
"That heart."

Thump, thump.
" What ? You know what, tell me later," James sighed.

Did the heart beat because his did?
James lived only a few blocks away, so it didn't take too long to return home.

His heart still couldn't be beating...
"C'mon, Lucas, help me out here,"James muttered, unbuckling Lucas after he
parked on the street.
James was relieved to see Lucas slowly remove himself from his seat as they got out
of the car. He still had to half-carry his friend under the streetlights' glare, but Lucas
wasn't as limp. James took that as progress.

Could it?
"Why is it still beating?"
"Why is what still beating?" James asked, pushing open the front door.
James had never really thought about it before, but he was suddenly grateful he
lived on the ground floor. He didn't think he could've managed lugging his friend
up more than two flights of stairs. Lucas was a pretty good-sized man and James was
pretty wiry. Mutual friends often referred to them jokingly as the Linebacker and the
Waterboy. Both took it in good stride.
"If his heart was beating, why wouldn't his eyes move?"
"Whose eyes ?" James asked, unlocking his door and helping Lucas inside.

His eyesglanced up to the heavens, blank and dull. Maybe even now he was seeing the
spiritual realm. Perhaps it was all a vision, and he'd come back to tell him of the wonders
of God.
Thump, thump.
"Maybe he saw God."
James led Lucas to the couch against the far wall, knocking aside an empty coffee
cup and an old pizza box. He guided Lucas amidst the garbage, hoping he could help
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his friend who was obsessed with the beating of hearts after death.
"Are you ever going to make sense again?" James muttered, somewhat irked at how
the whole evening had turned out.
"I wonder if he was happy."
"Sure, why not?"James had all but given up on trying to make sense of Lucas's
ramblings.
"Do you think God would've been happy to see him?"
"God seems like a pretty vengeful guy to me; I doubt it. You want some coffee or
something?" James offered.

Thump, thump.
"I wonder if he was surprised."
"I'll get some coffee," James sighed, getting up and heading into the kitchen.

But he didn't come back. Hejust kept staring skyward, never blinking, never blinking,
never blinking, never...
Thump, thump.

I

James returned with two coffee mugs right as Lucas leapt to his feet, a terrified look
in his eyes.
"Why won't you blink?! Why? Why? Why?! Blink, damn you, blink!"
James hurriedly put down the coffee on the closest flat surface, not wanting to get
scalded if it came down to a scuffle. Luckily, he didn't have to bother. Lucas fell to his
knees, utterly defeated, visibly unaware of the week-old tomato sauce stains covering
the pizza box he was now kneeling in. When this whole madman stuff was over with,
James would have to talk to Nicolas about his cleanliness, or lack thereof.
"You'll never blink again... will you?"
James knew enough to realize Lucas was no longer addressing him. Now he just had
to determine the best way to respond to him.
"Who won't blink?"James asked softly, hoping to avoid startling Lucas.

Thump, thump.
He looked almost peaceful there, lying on his back, glancing up at the stars. It would've
been peaceful at any other time; but not now, not now, dear God, not now...
"C'mon, get up... I have to go..."
"Go where?" James asked as he pulled a chair over to stare Lucas in the face. Once
again the difference in their size was apparent. Sitting down, James was eye-level with
Lucas, still kneeling in the crusty sauce stains, some of which were still moist enough
to begin soaking into the knees of his jeans.
Truly this evening was unlike any other.

This evening was unlike any other, and it had started out so normal. Saturday night.
After dark. Had it been that dark half an hour earlier? So dark.
So dark.
Thump, thump.
"I was just going home, that's all."
"When?"James asked.
Though James was still utterly confused and generally freaked out, he thought
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Lucas had calmed down enough to allow him to pick up his coffee mug. It was still
pretty hot.
"I shouldn't have gone out."
"Hey, you could've said no," James shrugged, deciding to play along.

"Hey, do you wanna go out next Saturday?"
"Yeah, sure; that'd be great"
"Excellent. I'll see you Saturday."
"Saturday it is."
"Well, true; though it could technically be early Sunday by now." James checked his
watch. "Nah, it'll be Saturday for another thirty-three minutes."

Thump, thump.
"How's the teaching gig going, Chris?"
"It's not exactly a 'gig,' Lucas. I've had thisjobfor three years now!'
"It'sjust that English teachers are a dime a dozen, so I thought that maybe you jumped
from school to school."
"Heh, not really. I gave up road tripping after college to take up biking. Healthier, you
know."
"Hippie."
"I guess if you're referring to Nicolas's Hendrix records and hanging bead door,
yeah. He was truly born a decade too late. But, hey, you can't fight fate, right?" James
chuckled, now almost amused by Lucas's rhetorical conversation.
Maybe it was just the absolute strangeness of the night coupled with a stressful
week behind him and another one up ahead, but James was finding himself more and
more at ease. Maybe going along with the craziness was the only way to help cure it.
Or maybe he was just crazy himself. The thought was mildly unsettling.
"You can't fight fate."
"Glad you were listening,"James nodded, taking another sip of coffee.

"Is that what you really think Lucas?"
"Don't you?"
"I don't believe in fate. I believe in God."
"Oh... that'sjust great."
"I take it you don't?"
"Only when he lets my teams into the playoffs."
"Congrats, just when I thought I was almost keeping up with you, you lost me
again," James groaned, slumping back in his chair.
A faint melodic chime echoed throughout the room. 11:30. James almost spilled
his coffee at the sudden noise. He was on edge tonight, that was for sure, and even
Nicolas's simple clock was enough to rattle his nerves. He'd definitely force Lucas to
make it up to him in the future by having him pay for the next night out.
Tick, tock.
Maybe it was the dull look in Lucas's face or the fact that he hadn't said anything for
about a minute, but James couldn't help but be aware of everything going on around
him now. He could hear the faint hum of the computer Nicolas had accidentally left
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on in the adjacent room. He also could hear Nicolas's intricate clock ticking away
above the kitchen counter.
Tick, tock.

Thump, thump.
"What do you do all day?"
"Try to educate the ignorant masses, of course."
"No, seriously."
"Well, recently I've been focusing on some ofthe shorter works by Hawthorne, Poe,
Whitman, you know, the same usual crowd ofdead white guys."
"Sounds boring."
"Maybe, but some ofthe stuffHawthorne and especially Poe wrote about is still pretty
surprising or even shocking today."
Should... should he close his eyes? He would never close them again himself, would he?
Should... could... was it his responsibility?
"I... I can't do it."
"Do what?" James asked.
"I can't touch him. It's not right. It's not... why? Why this? Why now? Why me?"
"Who are you not touching?"James questioned, daring to touch Lucas on the
shoulder.
James noticed Lucas glance down at the tomato sauce pooling around his knees.
James braced himself for another outburst, but instead Lucas merely fell face forward
into the shag carpeting, another of Nicolas's eccentric acquisitions. A muffled sob
rumbled through the carpet.
"Blood... blood... bleeding..."
James pushed his chair aside to kneel down and put a hand on Lucas's heaving back.
"It's not blood; it's just tomato sauce," James whispered.

Thump, thump.
Had his hair always been this red? It was blonde before, wasn't it? But now, lying on
his back, his hair was red. Wait... red?
No, not red. It shouldn't be red. It's too dark. It's not right. The streetlight beat down
upon them both. His shadow lay across the man. A halo of light around his head, his own
lost in shadow. His eyes didn't blink... why wouldn't they blink?
"It'sgetting late."
"It's never too late."
"True."
"Didyou bike here?"
"Yeah, I figure it's the least I can do to balance out what damage I do to my health
whenever we hang out here."
"I'll catch up with you later."
"You're not thinking of going home, are you? No offense, but I don't think you're fit
to be out at—"James peered at his watch. "11:40 in your condition."
Tick, tock.

Thump, thump.
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It had been raining while they were inside. The water was now pooling around tires in
the parking lot.
Why was the puddle red? Water isn't red. Water is blue or clear or murky brown.
Red water...
Why was he lying in red water?
"Heh, enjoy your wet ride home."
"Iplan to. You staying?"
"Of course. Saturdays were meantforgetting wasted."
"It's almost Sunday though."
"I'm sure God won't mind."
"I'd think your hangover would be punishment enough."
Water everywhere. Soaking through the knees. Wet redness.
Red stained pants. Red stained hands. Red stained hair.
Did the eyes see the redness?Did they see the darkness? Red darkness... everywhere.
Death.
"He's dead."
James helped lift Lucas back into his kneeling position. He saw how red his friends
eyes were, but there were no traces of tears left. No doubt the carpet had wiped away
the wet streaks.
"Who's dead?"James demanded.
"Maybe, but drinking in the dark fits me too well to ignore.
"What?" James asked, bewildered yet again.

"It's almost dawn, you know."
"It's very dark out; what do you mean?"
"By the time you wake upfrom your alcohol-induced nap, it 11be dawn.
"When did you become so judgmental?"
"What do you mean judgmental? And who's dead? "James snapped, knowing that
he was too close to the root of the problem to play nice now.

Twisted metal beneath him. Enclosed in chains. Enslaved under the darkening sky.
Was it getting brighter?
Drip, drip.
Where was the water coming from? Ripples in the dark water. The beating ofone heart
where two should be. Echoes ofa heart.
Escape.
Water blinding. Was it red too?
Nothing to be done, his eyes left glancing skyward, never to blink again. Now even the
sky was raining. Was it red too?A pounding heart, a rumbling motor, escape.
Red eyes in the mirror. No escape. They'd always be there, even when hiding. The
pounding receded.
Thump, thump.
A second heart?
Thump, thump.
Tick, tock.
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"C'mon, Lucas, damn it; we're so close! What happened?" James practically
shouted.
Three minutes to twelve. Time for one last mission.
Thump, thump.
Where did this second heart beat comefrom? Was it his heart heat? It couldn't be. He
was dead. The truth had sunken in as deep as his eyes were now.
And yet...
Maybe this was the punishment, to carry around this audible guiltfor eternity. In
the weeks since, no one had said anything to him. They expressed their sorrow but never
condemnation.
His dark red pants were no longer stained or wet.
The surface was a lie.
Tick, tock.

11:59.
"I killed him."
"What ?" James said, stunned at not only what Lucas had said, but how clearly he
had said it.
"I didn't see him. He wouldn't blink. Red water everywhere. Now I hear his heart
beat everywhere."
The chimes echoed mournfully throughout the apartment.
Midnight.
Sunday.
"Is it too late even now?" he asked.
"I worry about you, Lucas. Don't waste your life like this. It's never too late!'
It was still dark out, but it wouldn't be forever.
Thump, thump.
Sunday dawn approached.
Thump, thump.
Despite knowing what was ahead, Lucas managed to smile.
Thump, thump.
He'd carry that heartbeat forever if need be.
Thump, thu-

author's note: I think it's fairly obvious that this story was greatly influenced by Edgar Allen
Poe's "The Tell-Tale Heart," and if I didn't say that, everyone else would. The disjointed jump in
point of view is completely to be blamed on reading The Sound and the Fury and having no idea
what was going on half the time. The two merged as something I would write to keep awake in
class and eventually found a plot somehow.
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Steven barnett

Humanity

artist's note: "Humanity" is an image that is necessarily coupled with its title. The man in the
image has no power to move, though he appears strong, because his muscles are ultimately
anchored arbitrarily somewhere in the universe. Such is the state of man in this painting: we are
capable of understanding our universe just enough to see that progress means nothing and that
the value of existence is unknowable. The resulting pain of realization lasts until one can move,
but one is eternally paralyzed by existential thought. It is an empty, lonely, miniscule, and god
less existence which is lived pathetically and unreachably somewhere in an endless collage of
beauty, horror, pain, and suffering—not worth keeping and not worth giving up.
(acrylic paint on paper)

Steven barnett

Caroline belcher

Suspension

artist's note: When I first saw this spider making its web, I was reminded of my sister and me
flipping through National Geographies when we were younger, daring each other to touch the
terrifying bugs that seemed to reach out at us from the pages. I wondered how I could cap
ture something that normally brings feelings of fear and instead turn it into a delicate thing of
beauty.
(photograph; 8x12 in.)

Caroline belcher

drew demarest
Tide
By the author; that is, Drew Demarest, if you must know.
I'm guessing that from the title you guessed that this story or essay or whatever it is that
you are about to read (or not read because you're already annoyed at the style of writing that I've
chosen) is about the title itself in some capacity or perhaps titles in their generic form. If my
guess about your guess is correct, what do you guess that means ? It means that you have
captured the meaning, or do I even dare say it, the essence of this story or essay or whatever it is
that you are, to my surprise, still reading. In the previous six lines, I wrote a mere three
completed sentences, that's two lines per sentence on average; I used the word "guess" in one ol
its forms five times, that's just short of one "guess" per line on average (the truth is that I used
"guess" three times in one line); and I used the phrase "this story or essay or whatever it is"
twice, that's one phrase per three lines, but it's a long phrase and an awkward one at that, so who
can really expect more than two per every six, right? The previous six lines are comprised of
one sentence; that is, the sentence that described the six lines prior to it. This description pointed
out the characteristics of the first six lines, these characteristics holding to one strong theme,
which may be summed up in one word: simplicity. The reason the author (I am referring to
myself as the author because this story or essay or whatever it is is becoming less personal, more
robotic, more informational, more simplistic as the author writes) pointed out the simplicity of
the first six lines is because their simplicity holds a strong tie, or does the author even dare say it,
bond to the title of this work, and this bond may be described as a share in the common element
of simplicity. The previous sentence is on six lines as well as the two six-liners that preceded it
earlier in this story or essay or whatever it is. This story or essay or whatever it is (whoa, two of
that phrase in the same line; now that is impressive; by the way, four lines ago, the author used
the phrase "or do I even dare say it" for the second time in this story or essay or whatever it is
just for kicks; no, the author really did it to keep with the simplistic repetition of simple
repetitions; by the way, this parenthetical notation is on its fifth line, just short of the simplistic
repetitious six that has been so good to the theme of this story or essay or whatever it is—agh!
This is the seventh line!) is entitled "Title." How much more simplistic and/or repetitious can
you get?
Note: The first time the word "simplicity" is used in this prose work, it is more centered than
any other word in the entire text. Also, it cannot be centered anymore than it already is. There
are thirteen lines above it and below it; there are eight words to its left and to its right.

author s note: "Title" is a simple piece, which the reader reads about when reading "Title."

drew demarest

lindsey buchanan
Five o'clock Shadows

(charcoal drawing on paper; 8x12 in.)

lindsey buchanan

justin lee
Amber Ghosts
The end is very close. I know this because the light is different. That cool white refrig
erator light is dead and gone, buried under soft golden hues that bound through the
room like a fray of amber spirits. And the smell, that dry, sterile smell of hospital—a
smell I have always associated with death—that is gone, too. What I smell now is
cinnamon, cinnamon and campfire. I imagine splintery logs of cinnamon roasting in
bright flames, flames that dance in a musical wind.
Where is my Rose?
The seat next to my bed is empty. Her book and glasses rest upon the chalk-white
nightstand at my side, only it is no longer white but pale gold. They say women live
longer than men beyond the death of a spouse. I suppose Rose will go on for a good
while. She is sixty-five, and beautiful. Her papery skin is softer now than when I first
met her in college, and her eyes are wiser. I suppose mine are, too. There is a distant
murmur from beyond the door, a hollow, dispassionate sound.
PagingDr. So-and-so.
I want to pound the call-button, scream into the intercom, "Paging Rose, come
quick Rose, I want to say goodbye." But I can do no such thing. The cancer is roar
ing through my body like a wild fire through a prairie. I cannot move. Like a prairie,
my body is all contours and dry husk, brown paper bags over white bones. I can only
think, can only fall in love with this strange, gilded moment. Where are you, Rose ?
The nurse left the television on last night, made me watch a documentary on ethnic
cleansing in Uganda. Little boys with machetes and Kalashnikovs. It made me leak
tears and shake like a child, thinking about so many boys also seeing gold. Shake is all
I can do.
The far wall is moving—it is crumbling away into blackness. I am frightened so my
body starts to tremble, starts to hum really, some frequency only whales can hear. And
I can feel the covers sliding off me. A hand grasps them, a papery white hand. I have
found my Rose. She is seizing on the floor, looking up at me with her stirring blues.
My sweet wife is trying to skew the statistics. Soon, we will both be numbers in some
actuary's notebook. My chest is warm with a soulful throbbing. The wall is gone now,
and there is a dark tunnel slithering into oblivion.
PagingDr. So-and-so. The world is ending, Dr. So-and-so, can you prescribe some
thing?
The amber ghosts crowd around the mouth of the tunnel, and they whisper shim
mering secrets which I will never know. In the heart of their illumination I can see a
man, standing in shadow, tinted in gold. He is tall and his eyes are wiser than Roses.
His hand reaches out to me, and he says in a voice like quiet thunder, "Come."

ashley hoffman
Democracy
Yes, Yes...
Close your mouth
Consider
The tide
Intriguingly vague,
Stunningly platonic,
Certainly hijacked,
Everything clumsy
And blue
Go legendary hero
Challenge fear
Appeal to the left
Anticipate the victim
And choose
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Keep talking
You human shield,
You young horror
Fevered and jeweled,
Smuggling death

author's note: This poem attempts to explore the pernicious nature of partisanship, and in do
ing so, asks the reader if division has desecrated the formerly sacred ideal that is Democracy.

ashley hoffman

megan cody
Growing Old in Rome
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artist s note: Through a false encounter with bed bugs at a hostel in Rome and after my friend
accidentally dropped my sheets which softly landed on some random Italian woman's window
sill from the 6th floor of the building, I caught a glimpse of this old woman. She was just stand
ing there watching people and cars pass by. It was too great of a shot to pass up. Her contempla
tive stance makes me wonder what thoughts are going through her mind or if she's just simply
enjoying watching the world work around her.
(digital photograph; Nikon D60 SLR camera)

megan cody

Stephanie binion
this mystery
It is strange to think
the starfling fingers
the prayerlisten ears
the soulsee eyes
the hopespeak mouth
of the eternal God
(who could part disbelief like
the red sea or know the answer
before the question is asked ).
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Chose instead to use
the fumbleclumsy fingers
the deafunlisten ears
the weakcloudy eyes
the mumblestutter/nouth
of the finite me.
(who drops and shatters the cosdy chances
given, and trips over questions
of my own).
You say it is better
this way. You say
cracked jars of clay
spill light best.
And foolish things
will bring kings to nothing.
And this secret is
the hope of glory.
(i say it is a mystery).

author's note: Influenced by e.e. cummings's style, this poem explores both the frustrations of
failed, fractured, human beings trying to show God's eternal love to people and the confused
wonder that despite our failure, God wants to live and love through us anyway.

Stephanie binion

megan villaire
Ascension

artist's note: This carving was part of a series completed during a stone-carving class in Italy. The
theme was "The Fifteen Mysteries of Mary," and each student had a specific mystery; I chose the
ascension of Jesus, the twelfth mystery. To represent Mary's presence, each piece had a drape of
cloth running through it, connecting the piece to the one before and after it. I looked to Acts1:9
for inspiration on my carving: "He was taken up before their very eyes, and a cloud hid Him
from their sight."
(limestone carving; 12x17 in.)

megan villaire

jerusha ferbrache
Tree

artist's note: I have always loved natural forms. They have often driven the subject matter of my
work. I love how fluid they are and the movement one can create even in representing a station
ary object. I also love that even when examined closely, nature s complexity reveals an even
deeper elegance.
(woodcut)

jerusha ferbrache

lauren birtles
October
One hot night at summer's end, we sat on the pier and watched the ships pass in
and out of the harbor, tiny lights crawling across the horizon. Leaning back, we laid
side-by-side on the splintered wood, still warm from baking in the sun all day, and you
pointed out to me the constellations, tracing patterns across the night sky with an out
stretched finger. We talked and didn't talk of everything, of life-, of change, the silences
carrying as much weight as the words. I could hear the waves breaking beneath the
pier and I thought about how as one wave swelled and crashed, only to slide backward
into the ocean, leaving a trail of foam on the shore, the next surged forward to take its
place, so that you could never tell where one wave ended and another began.
Now it is October. The smell of wood smoke lingers in the air, and the night breezes
are beginning to carry a chill, telling of the coming of winter. I sit by my still-open
window, wearing your sweatshirt and sipping apple cider. I can hear the wind rustling
the corn stalks in the field across from my apartment. Over the trees, the first stars are
starting to appear in the dusky sky.
I play the messages on the phone and hear your voice, crossing 900 miles. The
screen of my phone glows softly against the dark of the living room as I call you back.
You're sitting on your roof again, and you remind me that the nights are still warm
there. I tell you about midterms and papers, and about the gende turning of the
seasons, how the first blush of color begins to creep into the leaves of the trees, and
the fields slowly ripen into a golden brown. The change is almost imperceptible, until
suddenly autumn arrives in all its glory. You tell me about your shows and the custom
ers that come into the cafe. You can hear the waves breaking on the beach from your
house, and you raise your phone into the air, trying to catch the sound so that I can
listen, too. You heard they were doing work on the harbor, although you haven't been
back to the pier since the night we were there.
Then we are quiet; our silences still speak for us. Two months later, we haven't run
out of things to say. You ask me if I can see the stars from my window, and I say yes.
You ask me what we are, and I say I still don't know, but as I stare into the unchanging
night sky, I think I have an answer.

.
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author's note: I spent about half of my nights on the beach last summer. Looking back at that
time, I couldn't escape the irony that the only constant in my life was something ever-changing.
So it goes.

lauren birtles

valerie prescott
The Hour of Lead
After great pain, a formal feeling comes—
The Nerves sit ceremonious, like Tombs—
The stiff Heart questions was it He, that bore,
And Yesterday, or Centuries before?
The Feet, mechanical, go round—
Of Ground, or Air, or Ought—
A Wooden way
Regardless grown,
A Quartz contentment, like a stone—
This is the Hour of Lead—
Remembered, if outlived,
As Freezing persons, recollect the Snow—
First—Chill—then Stupor—then the letting go—
,

—Emily Dickinson
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I put my son in the earth today. The tiny coffin held only three years of growth. Three
years of vibrant, jubilant life—smothered and extinguished in an instant. I stood over
the fresh mound of dirt, my wife weeping near my shoulder, and I envied her. Today,
my eyes were dry. I knelt down in that dirt, willing the tears to come. Wrestling the
anguish inside me towards the surface, but it slipped from my grasp and settled deep
in my stomach, heavy and nauseating. I could smell the earth—the wet, dark, rich,
and secret smell of freshly dug soil. I reached my hand toward the black dirt, unsettled
and displaced by my boy's small frame, then watched my hand drop as though it had
forgotten its purpose. I looked up and noticed I was alone at the grave. Everyone had
moved a respectful distance away; even Kate stood a few yards off, still quietly sob
bing. I lifted myself from the ground, my shoulders sore from the heaviness that clung
to me more desperately than my wife ever had.

Three days ago, I came home to find Kate frantically running through the house,
crying Noah's name. The shrill hysteria in her voice shot panic through my arms and
legs. Her tearful phone call hadn't prepared me for the reality that our child was miss
ing. I clambered up the steps, my foot slipping off one and sending me crashing down
on my knee. I continued without pausing, now calling Noah with a tight throat. Toys
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—best prose submission—

filled his room, strewn on the floor and across the bed, but the emptiness I felt was
staggering. I ran downstairs and out the front door, eyes darting into the road, adjoin
ing yards, under the bushes. Around back, I saw our gray tabby cat calmly licking its
paw. Its fur looked wetly matted, as if it had been in the birdbath again. Like the bed
room, the cluttered emptiness of the backyard made me shudder. We hadn't opened
our pool yet; the dark brown cover still stretched over it like a seal. My eyes skated
over its taught surface, then flicked back to the far corner where the cover s edge had
slipped away from the siding of the pool. God, no...
Time dragged against me as my feet pounded toward that corner. I gazed down
into the water underneath the cover. Dark green algae had accumulated from an
autumn and winter of disuse. I couldn't see anything. I ripped the cover away, expos
ing more of the opaque, murky pool. Kate had come to the back door. She saw where
I was standing and screamed. The sound became abruptly muffled as I dove under
the surface of the water, feeling along the slick bottom of the pool. My burning eyes
strained against the shadowy depths. Nothing. My lungs began to spasm, demanding
oxygen. I pressed further into the murk, the water getting darker as I swam further
away from the uncovered portion of the pool. My foot brushed against something. I
reached back behind me, and my fingers closed around a thin arm. The scream that
ripped from my throat came out in one hideous bubble, never to be heard by anyone
above. I choked, but forced myself not to inhale the water pressing against my mouth
and nose. In a final wave of frantic energy, I swam back toward the light, dragging my
little boy behind me. As we burst to the surface, my wife's screams broke on my ears
with full force. I gulped air as I pulled my son out of the water, then with shaking
arms, hoisted myself onto the ground next to him.
"Call the ambulance," I croaked.
"My baby\ Oh God, not Noah!"
"Kate! Call 911! Now, damn it!"
My fingers pressed against Noah's neck. His face looked so cold and pale, his lips
blue. No pulse, not even the weak flicker of a defiant heart wrestling with Death. I
began the first steps of CPR. I felt for the connecting point in the middle of Noah's
bottom ribs, right above his small, swollen stomach. I then placed my flat palm slight
ly above the spot and pressed down with both hands. The rhythm took over—ten
compressions, then breathe into his mouth. I could hear Kate crying into the phone,
"124 Fisher Street... Please, hurry!" My pace didn't quicken, but I bore down harder,
desperately trying to push blood though my son's heart. I felt the horrible crack of a
rib under my hands, but I didn't stop. Time means nothing when you're desperate.
It doesn't pass; it doesn't even stir. It hangs thick and drowsy in the air around you,
stifling and oppressive. I felt two strong hands on my shoulders, pulling me back away
from the body on the ground. The medics. I hadn't even heard the siren coming down
the small road to our house. The men in clean uniforms bustled around Noah. They
moved with efficiency, calm, and clinical detachment. I stood there, doing nothing.
Watching. Waiting. It's strange, the things I noticed in those moments. I could hear
again, and with remarkable clarity. A mourning dove sang in the trees. I had listened
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to its song so many times before as I sat on the back porch while Noah played in the
yard... oo-wah-hoo, hoo hoo. Slow and deep and melancholy. The sound had never been
more heartbreaking, more lonely and abandoned. I noticed the scratchy feel of my
soaked, woolen socks, shoved down in my equally soaking shoes. I then realized that
I was shaking violently. The medics rose at that moment, Noah stretched on a gurney
between them. They hurried toward the ambulance with grim faces. One motioned
to my wife and me to climb in the back. I don't remember much about the ride to
the hospital... just the feeling of panic squeezing tight fists around my heart and my
throat. My wife kept stroking Noah s pale hand as if she were comforting him, reassur
ing him that everything would be alright.
Nothing would be alright.

Kate sat next to me in silence as we drove home from the funeral. Her hands looked
pale and fragile as they rested on the stark black fabric of her dress. My hands no lon
ger shook. They gripped the steering wheel with steadiness, moving methodically to
guide the car along the road. I stared ahead, not really seeing road signs or landmarks.
Before I knew it, we pulled into the driveway. I sat in the parked car for a moment,
and Kate rested her small hand on my knee. Her wet eyes met mine, and the feeling
of distant grief whispered over me. My Kate, my sweet Kate. She doesn't deserve this.
No one deserves to bury their own child, but least of all Kate. I remembered when
she was pregnant with Noah. She had been sick every morning and every night, but
she never complained. In fact, she looked radiant every time anyone mentioned the
baby that was growing inside her. She would lay one hand protectively over the swell
of her stomach and smile with a tenderness I hadn't noticed before. That tenderness
never faded, even when diaper changes and late-night feedings sapped her energy. It
remained through the three years of Noah's life, and it overflowed even now, even as
her precious baby lay buried in the ground. I rested my own rough hand on top of hers
and squeezed it, again staring through the windshield without seeing.
"Come on, Will. Let's go inside."
"He was chasing Rosie, Kate. He was chasing the cat and it ran near the pool. And
he..." My throat closed and I sighed. "Rosie was wet. I saw her just before I saw the
pool cover."
"It doesn't matter right now. Please... let's just go in the house." I heard the pleading
in her voice, and the worry. I nodded, gritting my teeth and swallowing the helpless
ness that choked me.
We got out of the car and entered the silent house. What can I say about that
afternoon? Everything reminded me of Noah. The green ball next to the television,
the tiny plastic spoons in the silverware drawer, the book about a hungry caterpillar—
they all drove home the reality that Noah should have been there, but wasn't. Kate
sat at the kitchen table, trying to read from a tattered Bible, but I watched as she kept
gazing off into space, eyes unfocused and bleary. After a while, I went upstairs to our
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bedroom. I knelt down at my bedside table and opened the bottom drawer. I picked
up the small pistol I kept there, for emergencies, and loaded it with one bullet. Then I
tucked it into my pocket with the safety on and headed into the backyard. The sunset
cast everything in a peach-golden glow. I had just stepped out the back door when
Rosie came over. She rubbed against my leg, purring loudly. I reached down to scratch
the soft fur behind her ears, and her already-loud purring increased. As I straightened
up, she sauntered a few steps away from me, in that nonchalant way that only cats
walk. I pulled the pistol out of my pocket, switched off the safety, and pointed it,
pulling back the trigger. The sharp crack broke the dusky silence of the backyard. Kate
rushed to the back door, dread ringing her eyes and tightening her lips. She looked at
me, then at the limp body of the cat, then back at me. Her eyes filled with confusion,
pain, and fear. Then she simply turned around and walked back into the house.
I went over to the cat and looked closely to see if its ribcage would rise and fall as it
breathed. No, I had aimed well. I scooped the small, fragile body up in my arms. There
wasn't much blood, only a light warm trickle on my fingers as I carried the body to
a bare patch of dirt behind the garage. For the second time that day, I knelt down in
the dirt. For the second time that day, I buried something innocent—something that
hadn't done anything to deserve death. I knew that shooting the cat wouldn't make
things better. It wouldn't bring Noah back. It wouldn't satisfy the helpless agony I felt
yet couldn't express. But it felt right. I began to dig in the soft soil with my hands. The
hole didn't need to be big. I could smell the earth again. It had become a familiar, al
most intimate smell. The sorrow that had lain dormant in the pit of my stomach began
to slowly uncoil, rising like a snake ready to strike. I lowered the cat into its grave and
began to push the moist soil back into place over the body. Finally, I patted the dirt
firmly and brushed off my hands. I stared down at the little grave, still on my knees.
She was a good cat. Suddenly, the stiffness, the heaviness, the cold formality gave way
inside me, breaking up like ice on a river and getting swept away by a fresh tide of emo
tion. Tears made hot tracks down my face. Tears. And then I was sobbing, gasping and
shuddering—grateful in the midst of it all to be released from my paralysis.

author's note: This story is written in memory of my cousin, Aaron.
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kevin crosby
Double-Decker

artist's note: At night, Edinburgh, Scotland, is one of the most beautiful and frightening cities
that I have ever visited. After settling into our back-alley youth hostel, some of the Literary
London students decided to venture our way out past the pot-smoking hippies blocking the
spiral staircase. We were greatly rewarded by a city filled with beautiful monuments and lights,
including this red double-decker bus that drove by as I set up my tripod in the middle of a busy
intersection.
(digital photograph; Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 camera)

kevin crosby

marika kossian
August Night
Behind my high school on the soccer field
lawn, we laid in our blankets
(wool, with brown and yellow stripes)
and talked about the future, next month
when I would leave for college.
The sky was dark (but alive) like a window
I used to look out when it was raining.
And all the stars were pattering
above us, like the sky was our glass roof,
the sound of a warm
shelter echoing all around us.
You kept seeing shooting stars,
but I missed them all.
I watched the star-drops,
the light reflecting
like how an artist places the brightness
in an eye when they draw.
You said my eyes had love spots,
little brown love specks. (I said I think
that's a sign of nearsightedness.)
The stars were like water,
and I prayed God
would give me a sign.

jerusha ferbrache
David
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artist's note: This is one piece in a series of three in which I wanted to explore the expression of
upturned faces. The face can so easily express the subtle shades of a person s character, and this is
a thread which frequently runs throughout my work.
(oil painting on masonite)

jerusha ferbrache

eliza dhonau
aisle 5
mid december, i finally gave in
and bought Christmas lights
to line the house,
it wasn't the celebration
that left me feeling sour
but the spectacle of lights
it had become.
still, you convinced me
that i spend too much time
fighting for causes only i
understood,
and that my convictions
had turned from eccentricities
to flaws a long time ago.
and in those Walmart aisles
under fluorescent lights
i felt what i had already
decided the day
that i first met you:
i would be the one to leave.

rachel moore
Perelandra

artist's note: This abstract piece is based on the book Perelandra by C.S. Lewis, which is a re
telling of the Garden of Eden before the Fall. I think it is oftentimes easy for us to point fingers
at Adam and Eve and regard them as weak for listening to the serpent, thus condemning all of
humanity. But I have often wondered what my response would have been if it had been me in
stead of Eve. In the book, Eve's equivalent is known as the Green Lady. This piece depicts me as
the Green Lady, sort of overwhelmed with the decision before me. By using a variety of media,
such as acrylic paint and Prisma colored pencil, I drew my face with a reflective and melancholic
expression facing the more vibrant side of the painting, which represents things as they are:
perfect. Yet the shadowed areas are circling me, representing what is to come.
(acrylic painting with Prisma colored pencil and other materials; 12x15 in.)

rachel moore

will vaus
From Mere Theology: A Guide to the Thought of C.S. Lewis
We cannot fully examine Lewis's thought on any theological subject without paying
some attention to the books for which Lewis will long be remembered, The Chronicles
ofNarnia. In The Chronicles ofNarnia there are a number of incidents of relevance
to this question of God's sovereignty and human responsibility. First, in The Lion,
the Witch, and the Wardrobe there is the event of Asian offering his life for the traitor
Edmund. Of course, this whole event represents Lewis's supposal of what redemption
would look like in the world ofNarnia. Asian is the incarnate God in the world of
Narnia, just as Jesus of Nazareth was the incarnate God in our world. Edmund, the
traitor, is just like all sinners who have rebelled against God and sided with the enemy.
What is most interesting about this incident is that Asian initiates Edmund's salvation.
Edmund doesn't seek out Asian to free him from the clutches of the White Witch.
Rather, Asian rescues the prisoner Edmund and then lays down his life for Edmund on
the Stone Table. Edmund is passive in the whole affair. In fact, we are not told much of
anything about Edmund's response to Asian, except that after Edmund was rescued, he
and Asian had a conversation that Edmund never forgot.
Another dramatic incident from The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe takes place
.
after Asian's resurrection. Susan and Lucy accompany Asian to the castle of the White
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Witch. At the castle, Asian breathes on all of the creatures the White Witch has
turned to stone, and they come to life again. This gives us a dramatic portrait of what
the Bible calls regeneration or the new birth. In Ezekiel 36:26 (NIV) the Lord says,
"I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove from you your
heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh." Asian breathing on the stone figures is
also reminiscent of the Lord breathing on the disciples in the upper room (Jn 20:22),
though the former was for the purpose of regeneration, as it were, whereas the latter
was for the purpose of mission. Again, the startling thing about this is that the stone
figures have no choice in the matter. They are totally passive. Bringing these stone
figures to life is Asian's work alone. One can hardly imagine a more striking portrait
of monergistic regeneration; that is, a new birth that comes totally from the hand of
God.
From Mere Theology (InterVarsity Press, 2004, pages 54-55) by Will Vaus.

will vaus

kelli conners
Baptism of the Imagination: Interview with Will Vaus
This past November, the Taylor University Center for C.S. Lewis Studies invited Will
Vaus, author of several texts on the life and works of C.S. Lewis, to deliver a presenta
tion on the famous Christian theologian and apologist. Dr. Vaus also agreed to spend
a few hours sharing his own life and journey as a writer and preacher with several
Parnassus staff members over dinner and during a personal interview with Taylor
junior and Parnassus staff member, Kelli Conners. Throughout the interview, Dr. Vaus
candidly discussed the various elements and techniques that Lewis used as a Christian
writer impacting a secular world and how Lewis's philosophy, in turn, has influenced
his own literary career.
Kelli Conners: First, I have a few questions about the writing process in general.
When you sit down to write, how much of a plan do you have? Is it something where
you know where a piece is going, or is it a sentence-by-sentence process ?
Will Vaus: A sentence at a time sounds good. Each book is so different. When I wrote
. Mere Theology, it started from one chapter; I didn't even think I was writing a book.
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It was a paper that got presented to two different groups, and I started out with the
whole theme of God's sovereignty and human responsibility and Lewis's thought. So, I
wrote that. Then, I took another theological theme and got that published by the CSL
Bulletin, the New York C.S. Lewis Society. So, then I did something on Scripture, and
they published that. Then I thought, "Aha, I can do this with all sorts of theological
themes in Lewis!" So then I just started exploring, one-by-one, mainly for fun. I'm not
sure I really thought of publishing at first, but, as I expanded from those two articles
to thinking of a book, I outlined the themes and went down all the major loci of
systematic theology. And I looked at those and tried to decide, "Okay, which ones of
these has Lewis addressed?" So then, I took that as a subset and thought of some other
areas that don't usually get covered under the major loci of theology but are spiritual
themes in Lewis. And I added that to the mix. By then, I had an outline of basically
what the whole book was going to be, and then I started from square one and wrote
chapter-by-chapter.
C.S. Lewis said it's hard for an author to tell you how he works because he's not
even sure, sometimes, how he does it. With the biographies, my father s biography
came first, and there were previous biographies written about him. Whereas, with the
first Lewis book I wrote, I had already been reading him all my life, so it was just a
matter of figuring out what topics I was going to cover and going back and finding all
of the material that applied and plugging it in. Whereas, I think with My Father Was
a Gangster, I started with the research. And then, when I had all the research together,
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I started from the beginning and wrote chapter-by-chapter. I started out with the first
chapter—the introduction—as a kind of an overture, like an overture in music telling
people where the whole thing was going. It started from my perspective of my father as
a child, which gave the early and late picture of him together. Then, I went back to the
beginning and started from his birth and moved right through. And, as I was doing
that, the book broke down into a pattern of four books; really, four major sections of
little tiny chapters each.
With the Lewis biography, I had already done a more scholarly version of Lewis s
life story—from his going to Oxford to the end of his life—for this four-volume series
edited by Bruce Edwards called C.S Lewis: Life, Works, and Legacy. So, I had done all
of that research for that period. I had only needed to fill in the earlier period of his life,
so I started out that book with a specific audience in mind. With my other two books,
I didn't really have a specific audience, but, in the third book, I had younger readers in
mind. I read it aloud to my children as I was writing it, and that helped me to edit and
eliminate things that were boring to younger readers.
Like Lewis says, it is "starting with a picture in mind." For me, it came from the
time we spent in Ireland with Douglas Gresham [Lewis's step-son]. The house he lived
in was called Rathvinden House because the little hill or mound that it was built on
was called Rathvinden long before there was a house there. Rathvinden means "Fort of
the Faeries." F-A-E-R-I-E-S, not what Americans often think of as fairies. This is very
important because I have had to think about how I'm going to deal with the fact that
the Irish view of faeries is completely different than the American. They are very men
acing, let's put it that way. So, this house was built on something that the Irish people
recognized as a "faerie fort," a faerie mound, a faerie hill, and something they would be
very fearful of in days gone by.
The other little component of that picture is that, underneath Rathvinden House,
there was a tunnel. The house is 400 years old, so it was built as a bishops house. There
was a cathedral in Old Lochland near this house, and this was the bishop's house. And,
400 years ago, in English history, was the time of the English Civil War. So, Oliver
Cromwell is coming over—even to Ireland—and decimating churches like Henry
VIII before him, and there was a tunnel from the house down to the horse stables,
probably so that the bishop could escape in case Cromwell came through and tried
to capture him and take the house. That's the whole picture: I m thinking of a story
where American children—see, I have to write about something I know, and I know
American children better than I know Irish—are going to be visiting this house. And
they go into this tunnel that they are not supposed to go into because it s dangerous
and end up in this other world—in Faerie Land. But, it is not a fun experience. So
that, in a long description, is the sort of picture that I'm drawing from. I m in the very
beginning stages of this.
The next picture came to me while I was flying on the plane back from California to
Virginia a week or so ago. I suddenly had a picture of the outline of the whole story. It
just kind of came to me. Lewis says sometimes it happens that way—like bird-watch
ing, you know ? Sometimes you get a whole bunch of pictures that line up, and then

you are really lucky. But, at some point, you have to deliberately start inventing things
to connect the dots.
KC: Now, you have touched on this a little bit, to what extent can writers of fiction
write on something they don't know ? How much credibility belongs to the imagina
tion? You said you had to write about American children as opposed to Irish children
because you know American children.
WV: Well, I can write about Irish children, but it is going to take me a lot more
research to make sure I'm right on with certain things. Irish children are probably
going to have to come into this story, at least peripherally. So, I'll need to make sure I
get those little bits right in terms of how they speak and how they are dressed so as to
make it realistic to whatever the time period is—probably a fairly recent time period.
You mentioned the role of personal experience, imagination, and research in your
sample questions, but personal experience could include books that I've read.
So, you could define my personal life experience as the time I've spent with Irish
children. That would be one way. Or, I've read books by Eoin Colfer and can sort
of imitate what he's doing. But, if I've really soaked myself in Eoin Colfer s personal
experience, then the lines of personal experience kind of blend.
I think it takes all three. You have to write about what you know to some extent.
Lewis, in The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, writes about four children evacu
ated during the Blitz. He knew about that. He had children come to his house, so he
already knew about the information presented in that piece. He also knew about myth
because he had practically soaked in it for the previous 40 years up to that point. He
knows about children's stories like "The Aunt and Annabel" and "Five Children and
It," all those Nesbit stories. So, is that research? It's all back research. It's all there. He
doesn't have to go out and get it; he has a reservoir there in his brain from having read
this stuff. He needs all that. However, ultimately, for him, it starts with imagination.
It starts with that "picture" in his mind. It's almost like revelation. Where does it come
from? Where do those "pictures" come from? Who can explain that? I think it takes a
bit of all three—personal experience, imagination, and research.
KC: Since we're talking about fiction, Lewis talked about "smuggling" Christian ideas
into fiction. Do you think that approach can be as effective a tool for your ministry as
non-fiction?
WV: Perhaps more effective. Lewis foresaw the coming of post-modernism. He saw it
in his students, at Oxford in the '40s. He foresaw that there was coming a time when
people wouldn't have patience to follow a rational argument for Christianity. Com
pare today; not even people that would call themselves "Postmoderns" have patience
to sit down and read the first book [sic] of Mere Christianity. It's pretty amazing to
think that, in 1941, this series is going out over the BBC. And you have a publican—
a bartender—who, when it comes across the airwaves, turns up the program and
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shushes everybody at the bar, saying "You need to listen to this bloke. He's got some
good things to say." We can't even conceive of something like that happening today on
a popular level. But back then, it worked. He foresaw that there was going to come a
time when people would not have the interest level or the patience to work their way
through literature like that. So, he knew that the way to reach people on a massive
level was through story, and that is what he says came more naturally to him anyway.
So, he continues on with that which comes most naturally to him in writing the
Narnia stories and writing his greatest novel, Til We Have Faces. And those books,
although they work at a subliminal level, maybe do more for the cause of evangelism.
I was talking with somebody today about the documentary "The Dreamer of Narnia"
that is on the extended edition of The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe. It's a won
derful documentary, and it is done in a very entertaining fashion. In it, they filmed
English children in Oxford sitting on the steps near the Bodleian Library in different
locations, and they are reading bits of the Narnia stories. The producers go through
each of the stories and relate them to Lewis's life. It was so fun watching those children
read these bits of the story that I started thinking "Who are these children that they
have doing this?" They probably come from a very secular background, and they don't
even know what it is that they are getting into their brains, but they love it. And it's
like Lewis says, it's "baptizing their imagination." Who knows where God will take
that ? You have to be patient to invest your life in that sort of thing because you can't
see the immediate results.
KC: With Will Vaus Ministries, you communicate through teaching, preaching, and
writing. How is writing as a ministry unique of those three ?
WV: Well, writing informs all of them for me. For a long time now, I've written out
my sermons. I don't read them word for word like [Jonathan] Edwards did. He was
one of the few people who could get away with that. I write it out in full. I didn't when
I first graduated from seminary because I was so tired of that pedantic way of deal
ing with things, so I'd just jot out my oudine and preach from my outline. But then I
found when listening to tapes of myself, I was not speaking as well as I was capable, in
terms of articulation and grammar. So I thought the only solution to this is to go back
and write a manuscript. Then I found out through preaching over many years to a local
church congregation how important stories are. When you're an evangelist, you can
have your set of great stories and go around and get a lot of mileage out of one great
sermon with a few great stories. But when you're a pastor, you can't; you ve got to have
new stories every week. And I've found, to do that well, I ve got to write them out. So
I take the manuscript with me to the pulpit and have it right there, but hopefully, I
know it well enough that I'm not stuck to the manuscript. Writing is an essential part
of teaching. Sometimes I'll deliver a paper more formally, like you would in an aca
demic setting, but even doing a PowerPoint like I did earlier today or tonight involves
some writing. It's at a completely different level, but it involves writing. Writing books
for publication takes a lot of patience. It's a long process. But your question is more on

what is unique about it. What do you mean by that?
KC: I was just wondering why you'd write a book as opposed to just communicating
through speech.
WV: A number of years ago, when I was in seminary, I tried to meet different success
ful people in ministry that I had contacts with through my father. One of the people
I sat down with was Norman Vincent Peale. He wrote one of the most successful
books of an earlier generation, sort of a motivational book—what today we would
call "self-help," but there weren't very many self-help books back then. It was informed
completely by Christianity because he was a Christian minister. It was called The
Power of Positive Thinking, and he had many books that followed after that. He started
Guideposts magazine, based in part on what he saw being done with Reader's Digest,
only more Christian and spiritual in content. It goes to millions in circulation world
wide. Well, I sat down and asked him what advice he would have for a young man like
me going into the ministry. The first thing he said was, "Preach Jesus Christ and Him
crucified." So, if anyone had any doubts about Norman Vincent Peale's orthodoxy,
that statement was pretty clear about what was absolutely central to him. Though he
couched that in different ways and different books to people who wouldn't be open
to just a plain presentation of the Gospel, the next thing he said has always stuck with
me. He encouraged me to write—to write books, and to see how magazine articles
could reach so many more people and in an enduring fashion.
Think about this: Billy Graham has reached millions of people in his lifetime. In
South Korea, he reached a million people in one face-to-face shot through television;
millions around the world at one time. He's celebrating his 90th birthday tomorrow.
Sometime soon he's going to go be with the Lord. When he's gone, I wonder how
many people are going to watch one of his sermons on video or DVD, how many are
going to listen on audio, and how many are going to read the printed word, whether
a sermon or a book he wrote. I imagine that, over time, we'll see more people reading
the written word. Maybe through the internet, maybe not a book, but the printed
word is probably, over time and after he's gone, going to reach more people. There's no
way to predict the future. Books could be as old as eight-track tapes sometime in my
lifetime. It's hard to know, though. All we can do is look back and say, "What's God
been doing in the last 2,000 years ?" If you think about Jesus, how many people did
he reach in his lifetime? And how many people did he reach because of the printed
word? For some reason, God has chosen to work through the printed word for 2,000
years—I don't think He's going to give it up anytime soon. I think there's more mile
age out of the printed word, but it depends on your gifts too. Some people are far
greater speakers than I am and are going to reach millions of people because of their
opportunity and their gifting, and they may not be great writers. So, you have to do
whatever your gift is, but I think there's a lot more mileage with the written word.
KC: I think a lot of people that will probably be reading this interview are Taylor

students that are aspiring to be writers. Something interesting I found while I was
researching Lewis a little bit was that only four people showed up to his first lecture in
the university.
WV: And he went from four to 400.
KC: Right; he became very popular. A lot of writers, even if we do have success even
tually, are going to have a lot of failure at first. Did you have a time where you were
discouraged with trying to get your works published, or do you have any advice for
student writers who are discouraged?
WV: Well, I was spoiled in that the first work I tried to get published was published
relatively quickly. It took me a number of years to write Real Theology, but I wasn't try
ing to get it published during those years. Once I had it all together, I started looking
for a publisher in 2001, and it was published in 2004.1 didn't realize it at the time,
but that was pretty incredible—first time out of the chute. I'm a naive, optimistic
person, and I find things out by trial and error. I thought, "Oh, it'll be so easy to get
my second book published." No. It doesn't make it easy just because you have one
thing published. It is hard and it is discouraging to get rejections, but if you believe
that is what God has called you to do, then you have to keep at it. The more you learn
about the industry, the more you can look at what you're doing realistically—not to
get discouraged, but to feel encouraged. I found out Mere Theology has sold some
6,000 copies. When I first got a publisher, I was thinking that number was huge. Then
I found out that's kind of an average print run, especially with the smaller to mediumsized publishers. Since it is really more an academic book with some crossover appeal
to a popular audience, it may be even in a bestseller category for an academic book. So
it all depends on how you look at it. You have to look at it realistically. It's important
to have people encouraging you along the way. People that you can share what you're
writing with like the Inklings did with each other. But it takes time. Lewis's first two
books were not very successful. He longed to become a published author, and then,
when he became a published author, he was an unknown author for so long, and that
was discouraging to him. But once he became a Christian, it all came into perspective.
He wasn't so concerned about becoming a famous author anymore. He started think
ing, "How can I use this gift that God has given me to other people? And that turned
everything around.
KC: With your father's story, his stories were recounted in Time and Life and a movie
was made out of it. How much did the media's involvement in his story affect your
pursuit of a ministry grounded in communication?
WV: I don't think it did at all. But again, I think it comes back to gifting. God
showed me early on in my life that I had gifts in this area. It took a while for me to
recognize or see the writing gift and seriously think about using that. The public

speaking came more immediately and was more immediately obvious. I think there
is an overlap between gifts and talents. I'm not sure they're identical, but spiritual
gifting is often rooted in very human, natural talents, and some of that may very well
be genetic. I had a father who was a great communicator. He wasn't really a writer like
I am, though he wrote some books with help from other folks. He didn't have the
patience to sit down and write a book—he was much more fast-paced than me and
went around the world talking to large numbers of people. I have to look at how I am
unique and different and try not to copy him. But I probably share some similar gifts.
Being able to humbly and appropriately recognize that—that's what led to me doing
certain things. It's fun to look back and realize I had a father who was able to reach a
lot of people because of the way God put them in the right place at the right time. His
story was broadcast through these different media, but I don't think that made me
think that I would like to be involved in this or that type of media, per se, I think it
was more about gifting.
KC: Is there anything else you would like to say to Taylor students ?
WV: If you love to write, keep going at it or whatever it is you love to do; keep going
at it. Don't let anyone discourage you or deter you from what you love and enjoy do
ing because God works through our desires. He plants desires in our hearts, and He
wants to give us the desire of our hearts. You have to persevere at it. Like C.S. Lewis
said, for him writing is like an itch, and when he had it, it had to be scratched—he
had to get it out. Whatever our gifting is, it works the same way, whether it is digging
ditches or working with physical things, which I am absolutely no good at at all. But
whatever it is you are good at, you need to persevere with that—don't give up. There
will be a way for you to use it, even though after college you will have to make money
and support yourself, too. But hopefully there will be a way your gifting can fit with
your occupation.
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sarah albinson ('11) lived most of her life in Vienna, Aus
tria. She is a double major in Studio Art and Sociology. She loves
hanging out with her family and friends, as well as simply creating!
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nathan antiel ('09) is from Minnesota and studies Litera
ture, History, and Philosophy at Taylor. Hobbies include playing
soccer and tennis, snowboarding, and reading Classical, Romantic,
and Modern Literature.
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Catherine barnett ('09) is an English Education major
"from" Peoria, IL. She loves trees, gardens, books, laughter, walks,
and deep conversations over hot drinks.
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Steven barnett ('11) is a freshman from Peoria, IL, major
ing in Computer Engineering with a minor in Art. He is a little shy
(homeschooled through high school; go figure) and will probably
get confused and say something strange if you try to talk to him.
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marc belcastro ('10) stands in causal relations; conforms
his deportment to heterodox methods; finds himself sublimely
seduced by philosophy, theology, and apologetics; enjoys being
a graduate student in Taylor's MARS program; and occasionally
contravenes one or two of the lesser-known laws of nature.

Caroline belcher ('10) is from Eagle River, WI, and is a
Visual Arts major with an emphasis in Ceramics. She loves playing
her viola in the university orchestra and strapping on her skates for
a game of ice hockey.

Stephanie binion ('12) is a missionary kid from South
Africa and is an English Literature major. She likes weather (but
especially rain), talking to people, and the book Little Women by
Louisa May Alcott.

lauren birtles ('09) is a Political Science major from Fernandina Beach, FL, who drinks too much coffee and has aspirations
of becoming a runner, a vegetarian, or both. She misses the beach
and those who walk it with her.

lindsey buchanan ('10) is a Studio Art major. She loves
heavily-bearded men, running into the country until thoroughly
lost, and the smell of clay. She randomly dresses up as a gypsy and
dances to the Decemberists. She hopes to integrate art into urban
ministry in the near future and to become a sour old woman with
cats in the far future.

adrienne chaudoin ('10) is a Media Writing major. She
likes being cold rather than hot, but prefers hot drinks over cold
ones. She can't decide whether to live in the middle of somewhere
or the middle of nowhere.

megan cody ('11) is from Winfield, IL, and is majoring in
Psychology with a double minor in Spanish and Photography. She
loves traveling, being with her friends and family, listening to music,
and taking pictures.

kelli conners (10) is an English Writing major from Rockford, MI. She would write more fiction if her friends' lives didn't
include more than enough drama to satisfy her imagination. She
copes with this by eating Swedish Fish.

kevin crosby

('09, '10) is a senior in Engineering Physics
and a first-year graduate student in Environmental Science from
Holland, MI. Some of his hobbies include biking, ultimate, and
photography.

megan culbertson

('10) is from Fort Wayne, IN, and
is an English Education major. For what it's worth, she likesJesus,
walking around barefoot (except when it's cold), orange juice, read
ing, cemeteries, and Sigur Ros.
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anna daniels

('09) is from South Haven, MI, and is an
English Education major. She enjoys Fall leaves, spending time with
friends, and thinking up ways to procrastinate, like writing about
herself in the third person.

drew demarest

('09) is from Racine, WI, and is an Eng
lish/Writing major with a double minor in Philosophy and Spanish.
He likes intriguing stories, funny people, and metafiction. He has
no plans past graduation.

eliza dhonau

('09) is a Media Communication major. After
graduation, she hopes to find a job in the music business that will
allow her to live vicariously through talented people.

ryan duncan

('10) is from Batavia, IL, and is an English
Writing major. He enjoys reading, writing, and swimming. He can
often be seen around campus rollerblading or babbling incompre
hensibly to himself about "Plot" or "Characters."

sam edgin ('09) is a senior Sociology major from Bowie,
MD. If an activity involves tents, rocks, altitude, or a board, he loves
it and has probably tried it. He is most at home in the city and in
the wilderness.

jerusha ferbrache

('09) is from southeastern Ohio. She
is an Art major concentrating in Painting and Drawing, though she
also loves Ceramics and is considering pursing it after she graduates.
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brandon fitzsimmons

('09) is from Ann Arbor, MI,
and is an English Literature major. He is a character best examined
through a Late-Romantic lens of Loss, a Modernist investigation of
Wishful Thinking, and a Postcolonial interpretation of Displace
ment. Regardless, he is never lax in extolling the glory of all things
Michigan.

katharine floro

('09) is an International Studies major.
She was born in Panama, graduated in North Carolina, and cur
rently lives in San Antonio, TX. She loves to paint, play piano, and
cheer for the Colts.

dustin friesen ('11) is a sophomore majoring in Graphic
Design. He is a Canadian citizen and enjoys photography, ice
hockey, snow skiing, and traveling anywhere outside the Midwest.
He loves Taylor University.

ethan harrison ('10) is from Carmel, IN, and he is double
majoring in History and Philosophy with an Honors minor. He
loves to read and watch quality films and enjoys coffee, tea, and
good conversations.

luke harty (•09) is from Indianapolis, IN, and is majoring
in Social Work. He enjoys a good joke, a good thumb wrestle, and
Taylor University. Also, he loves The Brotherhood.

erik hatcher ('09) is from Vienna, Austria, and is majoring
in Developmental Economics. He loves the theatre, movies, soccer,
and quality time with friends.

ashley cole hoffman

('10) is invariably described by her
friends and family as a domestic goddess, owing to her adeptness at
making brownies from a box. Mucking around in excess verbiage
and finding new ways to sanitize are her other enjoyed hobbies. She
is a Marketing major.

morgan hunt

('11) is from northern Michigan and is a
Graphic Design major. She enjoys curling up with a good book
in front of a fire during the winter, and under the summer sun she
enjoys sitting outside with a chai tea latte and fishing.

kevin jones

('09) is from Ligonier, IN, and is currently
working to complete a BA in Computer Science. He loves playing
video games of almost any sort, reading sci-fi and fantasy novels, or
just chilling out in a nice, quiet corner of the woods and enjoying
the scenery.

shannon kaphaem ('11) is from Morton, IL, and is
majoring in English Literature. Her interests include reading novels,
expanding her iTunes library, and pursuing her passion for animal
rights.

marika kossian

('10) is an English Writing major from
Washington state. She enjoys people-watching and hiking up
mountains with a lake on top. And then, she likes to jump in.

justin lee

('08) is from Terre Haute, IN, and majored in Bibli
cal Literature. When he is not writing, he is castigating himself for
being unproductive.

anne le gall

('09) is from West Trenton, NJ, taking with
her a love of cultures, music, and art. She is majoring in Studio Art
with concentrations in Painting and Drawing. When not at home
(where good conversation over a hot drink is enjoyed to the fullest),
she loves to travel and meet new faces.

andrew neel ('09) is from Hartford City, IN, but considers
himself a townie of Upland. He is a major tool and majors in Media
Communication/Systems. He likes writing, but really isn't very
good at it yet. Check back in 5-50 years.

andy marston

Once upon a time, in picturesque Maine,
('09) was born a small child in a big world. Having found photogra
phy in college, he aspires to photograph Batman at least once before
he dies—Batman, that is. For more work by Andrew, visit www.
AndrewMarston.com.

ellen mcconnell

('11) is an English Writing major and
Spanish minor from La Crosse, WI. She enjoys sunny walks, late
night drives, Packers football, and traveling anywhere new. Her fa
vorite authors include Khaled Hosseini, Roald Dahl, Ray Bradbury,
and Shel Silverstein.

jenna mccullough ('09) hails from Fishers, IN. As she
is an English literature major, she enjoys reading (very slowly) and
smelling books of various publishing companies. She prefers to
spend her non-reading free time conversing with friends over a
well-brewed cup o' tea. She is unsure as to why she was not born in
England.

jessica mclean

('11) is from Commerce Township, MI,
and is a Communications/New Media (Media Writing) major with
a minor in English Studies. Besides harboring a passion for writing,
she loves skiing, traveling, serving others, reading history books,
camping under the stars, and an occasional cup of chai tea.
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rachel ITIOOrC

(TO) is from Cleveland, OH, and is a Studio
Art major with an Entrepreneurship minor. She loves antiques,
random adventures, and deep conversations.

valerie prescott (TO) is currently studying Biblical Litera
ture. She loves dark hot chocolate and scarves. In the summer, she is
out of luck.

kimberly reneau ('09) hails from Indianapolis, IN, and
will graduate with a degree in English Writing. She finds relax
ation in drawing, along with reading good books, and cooking for
friends.

joseph ricke teaches at Taylor, writes poetry, sings, and
weeds a garden. He understudies Michael Flatley in the Las Vegas
version of Lord of the Dance.

nick rodemann

('09) is a Visual Arts/New Media major
from Glen Ellyn, IL. He enjoys writing, reading, singing, and his
record player. He also DJs for a radio show on Taylor s station,
WTUR, called The HALT.

lauren sparks

('12) is a Psych/Pre-Med major who loves
her friends, Ireland, and Italian food. Her favorite dish is her aunts
fettuccine alfredo; nothing else she has had yet can compare. She
also loves to dance around the room with her sister, singing to Old
ies at the top of her lungs.
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brian steinke

('11) is from Normal, IL, and is an English
Writing major. He enjoys over-analyzing things and going through
life without a clear plan of action, and he wishes he could visit the
Twilight Zone.

kristie suydam (T1) is from Lancaster, PA, and is an Art
Education major. She loves music, coffee, art of course, spending
time with friends, and the outdoors.

Will VailS "creatively communicates the love of Christ" through
preaching, teaching, and writing. He was written three books: Mere
Theology: A Guide to the Thought of C.S. Lewis, My Father Was a
Gangster: The Jim Vaus Story, and The Professor ofNarnia: The C.S.
Lewis Story. He and his wife have three sons and he is the president
of Will Vaus Ministries, a nondenominational, creative communi
cations outreach.

megan villaire

('09) studies Art Education. She plans
to run the world vicariously through the children she teaches.
Enjoyment includes fireworks, sledding, traveling, cooking, basejumping, star gazing, and vampires. Megan's least favorite movie is

Before Sunset.

anne wilson

('11) is from Doha, Qatar, and is studying to be
an English Writing major with a Theatre minor. She enjoys reading
late into the night, video games when she should be working, group
karaoke sessions, and watching fireflies.

kelley jo wilson

('09) is from Painesville, OH, and is
graduating as an Elementary Education major with a license also
to teach middle school Social Studies. Her ideal day would include
what she loves most: good people, warm conversation, and creative
spontaneity.
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amanda wingers ('09) is from Randolph, WI, and is
a Studio Art major with a double concentration in Painting and
Photography. She enjoys kayaking, wakeboarding, getting coffee
with friends, and traveling.
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thanks
The Parnassus staff is incredibly grateful for the time, effort, and resources offered
by many individuals toward the betterment of this year's journal. Because of their
thoughtfulness and generosity, this project has not only reached its current potential
but been given a clearer vision for the future. Thank you to all of those who helped in
this process, and forgive us for not naming you individually. May you be blessed richly
for your kindness.
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thanks

'

Cirt'. sarah albinson, steven barnett, Caroline belcher,
lindsey buchanan, adrienne chaudoin, megan cody, kevin crosby,
jerusha ferbrache, ethan harrison, morgan hunt, kevin jones,
anne le gall, andrew marston, rachel moore, kimberly reneau,
kristie suydam, megan villaire, & amanda wingers.

Writing:

nate antiel, Catherine barnett, marc belcastro,
Stephanie binion, lauren birtles, lindsey buchanan, kelli conners,
megan culbertson, anna daniels, drew demarest, eliza dhonau,
ryan duncan, sam edgin, brandon fitzsimmons, katharine floro,
luke harty, erik hatcher, ashley hoffman, shannon kaphaem,
marika kossian, justin lee, ellen mcconnell, jenna mccullough,
jessica mclean, andrew neel, valerie prescott, joe ricke, nick rodemann,
lauren sparks, brian steinke, anne wilson, & kelley wilson.

